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Summary

The present thesis is about electron delocalization and its influ-
ence on the molecular properties of conjugated oligomers. Neither
experiment nor theory are able to determine or uniquely define elec-
tron delocalization. On the other hand, many exactly measurable
quantities are inherently related to this conceptual quantity. The
goal of this thesis is to establish and characterize such relations in
view of a better understanding of electron delocalization. To this
end, the focus is put on three domains influenced by electron de-
localization: the molecular structure, the electronic structure and
the molecular properties. The correlation among the observables of
these three domains allows for an assessment of the electron delo-
calization present in a given molecule. Linearly through and cross
conjugated oligomers serve as tunable molecular systems to reveal
such correlations.

Fundamental differences are found in the electronic structure
of these two conjugation types. These are responsible for the only
weak electron delocalization in cross conjugated systems. However,
it is shown that electron delocalization is significantly enhanced in
excited or charged states, which discloses new applications for this
neglected type of conjugation. Another peculiarity of cross conju-
gation is the presence of steric strain and competing conjugation
paths, that may be exploited for the design of functional materials.

The investigation of donor-acceptor substituted chains shows
that the influence of a substituent on the bond length drops expo-
nentially with distance. For the properties of bisubstituted mole-
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cules, a superposition model is proposed which specifically extracts
changes related to the conjugation of both substituents. An inves-
tigation of these cooperative effects leads to the conclusion that
donor-donor and acceptor-acceptor conjugation is equally strong as
donor-acceptor conjugation, but with opposite sign.

The polarizabilities of conjugated chains are evaluated with sev-
eral quantum chemical methods, and problems with current density
functional and wave function methods are discussed. Extrapolation
schemes are proposed to find reliable values for an infinite polymer
chain. The Hückel model is extended to calculate polarizabilities
of large conjugated oligomers. Its application to systems with de-
creasing bond strength alternation reveals a continuous increase in
polarizability. In contrast, a maximum value for the second hyper-
polarizability is found for a non-vanishing bond strength alterna-
tion.



Zusammenfassung

Die hier vorliegende Dissertation befasst sich mit Elektronendelo-
kalisierung und ihrer Auswirkung auf die molekularen Eigenschaf-
ten von konjugierten Oligomeren. Weder das Experiment noch die
Theorie vermögen die Elektronendelokalisierung genau zu bestim-
men oder eine eindeutige Definition zu liefern. Andererseits ex-
istieren aber viele exakt messbare Grössen, die in enger Beziehung
zu dieser konzeptuellen Grösse stehen. Das Ziel dieser Dissertation
ist es, ebendiese Beziehungen zu erhellen und zu charakterisieren,
um so ein besseres Verständnis von Elektronendelokalisierung zu
ermöglichen. Zu diesem Zweck wird das Augenmerk auf drei Gebie-
te gerichtet, die allesamt von Elektronendelokalisierung beeinflusst
werden: Die molekulare Struktur, die elektronische Struktur und die
molekularen Eigenschaften. Korrelationen unter den Observablen
aus diesen drei Gebieten ermöglichen es, die Elektronendelokalisie-
rung für ein bestimmtes Molekül einzuschätzen. Lineare through-
und cross-konjugierte Oligomere dienen dabei als modulierbare Sys-
teme um solchen Beziehungen nachzuspüren.

Es zeigen sich dabei fundamentale Unterschiede in der elektro-
nischen Struktur dieser beiden Konjugationsarten. Diese sind ver-
antwortlich für eine nur schwach ausgeprägte Elektronendelokali-
sierung in cross-konjugierten Systemen. Es wird allerdings gezeigt,
dass die Elektronendelokalisierung in angeregten oder ionischen Zu-
ständen signifikant erhöht wird, womit neue Anwendungen für diese
vernachlässigte Konjugationsart erschlossen werden. Eine weitere
Besonderheit der cross-Konjugation ist die Anwesenheit von ste-
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rischer Hinderung und konkurrierenden Konjugationspfäden, die
ausgenutzt werden kann um Materialien zu funktionalisieren.

Die Untersuchung Donor-Akzeptor substituierter Ketten zeigt,
dass der Substituenteneinfluss auf Bindungslängen exponentiell
zum Abstand abfällt. Für die Eigenschaften von bisubstituierten
Molekülen wird ein Superpositionsmodell vorgestellt, das lediglich
Änderungen ermittelt, die durch Konjugation der beiden Sub-
stituenten entstehen. Eine Untersuchung dieser kooperativen Ef-
fekte führt zum Schluss, dass Donor-Donor und Akzeptor-Akzeptor
Konjugation gleich stark sind wie Donor-Akzeptor Konjugation,
aber ein unterschiedliches Vorzeichen besitzen.

Die Polarisierbarkeiten von konjugierten Ketten werden
für einige quantenchemische Methoden ermittelt und dabei
Probleme mit gängigen Dichtefunktional- und Wellenfunktions-
methoden aufgezeigt. Extrapolationsverfahren werden eingeführt,
um verlässliche Werte für eine unendlich lange Polymerkette zu fin-
den. Das Hückelmodell wird erweitert um auch Polarisierbarkeiten
für langkettige Oligomere zu berechnen. Dessen Anwendung auf
Systeme mit schwindender Änderung der Bindungsstärke enthüllt
einen kontinuierlichen Polarisierbarkeitszuwachs. Im Gegensatz da-
zu besitzt die zweite Hyperpolarisierbarkeit einen Maximalwert, der
nicht mit einer einheitlichen Bindungsstärke zusammenfällt.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Electron delocalization is a concept which is omnipresent in chem-
istry. In the context of unsaturated organic molecules, it appears in
its most prominent form as π electron delocalization caused by the π
conjugation of alternating bond types. As a mere concept however,
it is difficult to get a grip on electron delocalization, since there is
no unique definition or mean of quantification, neither in theory nor
in experiment. On the other hand, many well-defined observables
are claimed to be directly related to electron delocalization.

The prime example for such an observable is the bond length
alternation in unsaturated organic molecules. A common method to
estimate the strength of electron delocalization is the comparison of
the length of different bond types forming a conjugation path. But
there are also other molecular properties generally believed to be re-
lated to electron delocalization. The response of a molecule exposed
to an external electric field, measured by means of the polarizabil-
ity and higher order derivatives, is known to strongly depend on
electron delocalization. Another theoretically important quantity is
the strength of a given bond type that undergoes a change when be-
longing to a conjugation path. In order to establish the influence of
electron delocalization on such properties, it is necessary to reveal
correlations among all of them.

To investigate the effect of electron delocalization on molecular
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systems, it is necessary to find classes of molecules in which π con-
jugation is variably strong. Conjugated oligomers of different type,
length and degree of substitution serve as tunable systems with
properties strongly responding to electron delocalization.

A conjugated oligomer contains a given number of alternating
single, double or triple bonds. The double bonds can be linked with
each other in different ways. If the oligomer chain consists of dou-
ble bonds showing cis or trans conformation, the conjugation path
formed is said to be through conjugated. On the other hand one
speaks of cross conjugation, if the double bonds are geminally in-
terlinked. Although through and cross conjugated oligomers show
fundamentally different properties, both are based on the same
molecular fragments.

1.1 Electron Delocalization

In organic chemistry, the electronic structure of a molecule is com-
monly represented by means of a Lewis structure. In this formal-
ism every bond is built by pairs of electrons which give rise to
single, double and triple bonds between adjacent atoms. However,
such an assignment is not unique. The usual Lewis structure of an
isocyanide e.g. is R−N+ ≡ C|−, but it could also be drawn as a
charge-free structure R− N̄ = C|. Both variants are referred to as
two resonance structures of the same molecule. Depending on the
weight of each resonance structure, the N-C bond order lies some-
where between a double and a triple bond.

In this formalism, electron delocalization arises from the fact
that certain electron pairs cannot fully be ascribed to only one bond.
The more resonance structures contribute to the description of a
molecule, the stronger the delocalization of the electronic charge.
Several methods were proposed to quantify electron delocalization
by means of defining a delocalization energy.[1, 2, 3] One approach,
using the concept of Lewis structures, is the natural bond orbital
(NBO) analysis used in the present thesis and its predecessor.[4]
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n

Figure 1.1: Butadiene in the s-trans and s-cis conformation and its exten-
sion to PA oligomers.

1.2 Conjugated Oligomers

From Small Molecules to Polymers

A prototypical example of a π conjugated system is butadiene
shown in Figure 1.1. The conjugation path consists of two double
bonds linked by a bridging single bond. Many studies of electron
delocalization were performed on this small molecule and it is usu-
ally the starting point for the exploration of longer chains.[5] In
particular the transition from the s-trans to the s-cis conformation
of butadiene is well studied as the torsional barrier between the two
states is usually ascribed to the lack of π conjugation in the twisted
transition state.[6, 7]

By insertion of additional ethylene fragments, a linear chain of
all-trans polyacetylene (PA) is obtained. Its length is characterized
by the number of repeating monomers n. With this procedure, a
systematic array of oligomers is obtained, and molecular properties
can be investigated as a function of the chain length n. Applying ad-
equate extrapolation schemes, a value for the infinite chain length,
i.e. the polymer, can be obtained.[8, 9] PA is probably the most
famous conjugated system and subject of many experimental and
theoretical studies.[10, 11, 12] It recently also gained popularity in
the context of organic semiconductors.[13]
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n

n

n

Figure 1.2: The structures of PY, PDA and PTA.

Oligomers Containing Triple Bonds

Besides PA there exist also other types of conjugated chains. When
the double bonds of PA are replaced by triple bonds, polyyne (PY)
is obtained. Recent questions to be answered for such systems are
the bending of the linear carbon chain and its relation to π conjuga-
tion or the effect of a protecting group on molecular properties.[14,
15]

A combination of single, double and triple bonds in the unit cell
leads to a variety of different polymers. Two of the most prominent
examples are polydiacetylene (PDA) and polytriacetylene (PTA)
shown in Figure 1.2.[16, 17]

Substitution and the Inclusion of Heteroatoms

Figure 1.3 shows other variations of the PA oligomer chain, ob-
tained by replacement of several carbon atoms by nitrogen or other
elements.[18] In these oligomers, among which polymethineimine
(PMI) is a typical example, the C2 symmetry is usually broken and
new properties like the dipole moment along the molecular chain
can be investigated.[19, 20]

The replacement of terminal or lateral hydrogen atoms by func-
tional groups also belongs to this category. The most popular sub-
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Figure 1.3: The structure of PMI, PA with several heteroatoms included,
as well as terminally and laterally donor-acceptor substituted forms of
PA.

stitution pattern is to link a π donor on one end of the chain to a π
acceptor on the other end.[21] The distance at which the two sub-
stituents loose contact, moderated by the π conjugated backbone,
varies for different chain types and substituent strengths.

An Unusual Form of Conjugation

Going back to butadiene of Figure 1.1 and linking additional dou-
ble bonds in a geminal way, cross conjugated patterns emerge. Fig-
ure 1.4 shows typical representatives of this kind of conjugation. In
these systems, electron delocalization arises from interleaved conju-
gation paths. It is of interest to assess which conjugation path dom-
inates, and by which factors this is controlled.[6, 22] There is also
the possibility of the conjugation paths to interact such that con-
jugation extends across the bifurcation point, i.e. the cross-linked
carbon atom that connects the two conjugated branches.[23]

Whereas through conjugated systems have been extensively ex-
plored, cross conjugated compounds obtained only relatively lit-
tle attention. This form of conjugation has always been considered
much less efficient, i.e. much less able to promote electron delo-
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Figure 1.4: Several cross conjugated molecules.

calization along the conjugation path, thus offering much less op-
portunity to tune properties by means of functionalization. In the
recent past however, the synthesis of extended cross conjugated
systems has seen substantial progress, allowing the development
of nanometer size cross conjugated entities.[24] Materials based on
these compounds are now being explored more rigorously as they
may present new opportunities to (nano-)material science.[25, 26]

1.3 Structure-Property Relationships

Figure 1.5 shows important observables associated with electron
delocalization. In conjugated oligomers, these quantities are all re-
lated to each other. The influence of electron delocalization on the
molecular structure of a conjugated oligomer is usually measured
by means of the bond length alternation (BLA) between the differ-
ent bond types. In the same way, the electronic structure can be
characterized by a bond strength alternation (BSA). The relation-
ship between molecular and electronic structure in polymer chains
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Figure 1.5: Electron delocalization and related domains.

is well-established.[27, 28]

On the other hand, there are the molecular properties, among
which the polarizability is a frequently used descriptor, that are of
interest to chemistry and material science.[29, 30] Especially the
evolution of the second hyperpolarizability in conjugated oligomers
of increasing chain lengths is a subject of particular interest in re-
gard of the development of materials with high nonlinear optical
(NLO) properties.[31] The dependence of these properties on the
molecular and electronic structure is less obvious and the subject
of various studies.[32, 33] The exploitation of structure-property re-
lationships is a major topic in current chemical research in order to
design compounds or materials with tailored properties.[11]

1.4 Computational Aspects

Different quantum chemical methods are used to investigate the
three domains related to electron delocalization shown in Figure 1.5.
All the methods and codes applied in the present thesis are listed
in Table 1.1.
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Table 1.1: Overview over methods and programs used for the calculation
of different quantities. The references point to exemplary publications
describing each method.

observable method Ref. code
molecular structure HF [34] gaussian 09[35]
(bond length alternation, MP2 [36] ”
effective conjugation B3LYP [37] ”
length) LC-BLYP [38] ”

CAM-B3LYP [39] ”
electronic structure
(orbital interactions, Hückel [40] owna

delocalization NBO analysis [3] gaussian 09

energy, bond orders)
molecular properties Hückel [40] own
(polarizability, HF [34] dalton[41]
second B3LYP [37] ”
hyperpolarizability) LC-BLYP [38] ”

CAM-B3LYP [39] ”
CCSD [42] ”

aThe code for the Hückel program can be found in Appendix B.

Longrange Corrected DFT Methods

In the recent past, new hybrid functionals were proposed that in-
clude variable amount of HF exchange. The longrange corrected
version of BLYP (LC-BLYP) splits the exchange functional in a
short- and a longrange part.[38] Whereas the shortrange part can
be treated with any exchange functional, the longrange part is cal-
culated using HF exchange. In contrast, the coulomb-attenuating
B3LYP method (CAM-B3LYP) is parametrized in both regions
with different percentages of BLYP and HF exchange.[39]

These new functionals were shown to improve the equilibrium
structures of conjugated oligomers significantly. In particular the
CAM-B3LYP functional was found to predict accurate molecular
geometries for such systems.[43, 44, 12]
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Similarly conventional DFT was shown to drastically overesti-
mate the second hyperpolarizability in conjugated oligomers due to
shortcomings in the exchange functional.[45, 46] The new function-
als proved to also reduce this error significantly.[47, 48] Methods
such as CAM-B3LYP or LC-BLYP provide values much closer to
reference data.[49, 50, 51, 52]

1.5 Outline of the Thesis

The goal of this thesis is to contribute to the understanding of
electron delocalization in through and cross conjugated systems,
and to establish and characterize relationships among properties
influenced by electron delocalization in view of a rational design of
functionalized conjugated materials.

In Chapter 2 we will derive the theory and develop the concepts
necessary for an appropriate evaluation of the properties related to
electron delocalization. They will also be applied in an illustrative
way to simple systems as a proof of concept.

Chapter 3 focuses on the topic of cross conjugation. Its spe-
cialities, in particular the differences to their through conjugated
isomers, will be highlighted investigating the molecular and the
electronic structure, as well as the molecular properties. The com-
petition of interleaved conjugation paths arising in cross conjugated
systems is studied by means of conformational changes.

The impact of donor-acceptor substitution on a conjugated back-
bone is explored in Chapter 4. New parameters such as the coop-
erative effects of bisubstitution or the penetration depth of a single
substituent will be of great help to find correlations among the
molecular properties.

In Chapter 5 the Hückel molecular orbital method used in for-
mer chapters will be expanded in order to calculate polarizabili-
ties. Results of a first application to systems with alternating bond
strengths will be presented. To this chapter belongs also Appendix A
with a detailed derivation of the equations that are used then by
the program code presented in Appendix B.
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Chapter 2

Methodology and

Theoretical Background

Various approaches were proposed to analyze π conjugation in un-
saturated systems.[1, 2, 3, 4] This chapter illustrates those that are
useful in the context of linearly through and cross conjugated oligo-
mers. Butadiene will serve as an example to show the characteristics
of the methods considered. At the end of the chapter we shall be
equipped with a set of tools and recipes that will be applied to
problems discussed in the subsequent chapters.

In Section 2.1 the Hückel model is introduced, which is of great
help to obtain fundamental insight into π conjugation or to ana-
lyze systems of thousands of atoms. The chapter continues with
a description of several concepts used to describe electron delo-
calization. The bond length alternation is introduced as a widely
used measure of π conjugation phenomena. With the natural bond
orbital analysis, we develop a tool to quantify the delocalization
energy. Finally the polarizability and hyperpolarizability are pre-
sented as molecular properties that strongly depend on electron
delocalization.
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2.1 The Hückel Molecular Orbital Method

Before diving into the matter of quantum mechanics, it is worth-
while to glance at fundamental properties of π conjugated systems.
This can be done in an easy way by the Hückel molecular orbital
(HMO) method.[40] In this rather simple theory, all the informa-
tion that is needed to construct the Hamiltonian is given by the
connectivity of the atoms in the molecule. Still HMO is able to
describe many properties of conjugated systems such as aromatic-
ity and antiaromaticity in a qualitatively correct manner. From a
conceptual point of view, often more can be learnt by such simple
methods than by elaborate quantum chemical calculations.

2.1.1 The Hückel Hamiltonian

When HMO is applied to describe planar π conjugated systems such
as hydrocarbons, the only orbitals that need to be considered are the
2pz orbitals of the carbon atoms, where z is always the out-of-plane
axis. We can thus assign the same index i for the carbon atoms and
their orbitals ϕi, which all are assumed to be orthonormal among
each other. As a single-particle model the matrix elements of the
effective Hamiltonian can be expressed in terms of |ϕi〉 using the
following rules:

Hij
!
= 〈ϕi|H|ϕj〉 =











α if i = j
β if atoms i and j are connected
0 else

α is called the coulomb integral, β the resonance integral. Both
parameters can be chosen specifically for different atom and bond
types. For many qualitative investigations however, it is sufficient
to treat α and β as mere constants.

Molecular orbitals are generated from a linear combination of
the atomic orbitals (LCAO MOs) as

|ψa〉 =
∑

i

cai|ϕi〉.
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The energy εa of MO a can then be obtained using the Schrödinger
equation

H|ψa〉 = εa|ψa〉
〈ψa|H|ψa〉 = εa〈ψa|ψa〉 = εa

εa =
∑

i,j

c∗aicaj〈ϕi|H|ϕj〉

=
∑

i,j

c∗aicajHij

= cTaHca

where we switched to matrix representation in the last line. Orbital
energies εa and MO coefficients ca are eigenvalues and eigenfunc-
tions of the Hamiltonian matrix H. A diagonalization of the form

ε = CTHC (2.1)

thus yields all MO coefficients as columns of C and the correspond-
ing energies as diagonal elements of matrix ε.

Take butadiene as an example. With all interactions β between
linked carbon atoms assumed to be equally strong, the system is
described by the matrices

H =









α β 0 0
β α β 0
0 β α β
0 0 β α









C =









0.372 0.602 0.602 0.372
0.602 0.372 −0.372 −0.602
0.602 −0.372 −0.372 0.602
0.372 −0.602 0.602 −0.372









ε =









α+ 1.618 β 0 0 0
0 α+ 0.618 β 0 0
0 0 α− 0.618 β 0
0 0 0 α− 1.618 β
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= αI4 +
β

2









√
5 + 1 0 0 0

0
√
5− 1 0 0

0 0 −
√
5 + 1 0

0 0 0 −
√
5− 1









where I4 is the 4× 4 unit matrix. α and β are inherently negative
quantities, which means that the MOs of the above example are
ordered with increasing energy.

Since there will be no heteroatoms in our considerations, α al-
ways remains the same constant. As a consequence, we can set
α = 0 which, apart from a shift of the absolute MO energies, does
not change the solution for the system under consideration. This
leaves β as the only remaining parameter.

2.1.2 Hückel States and Delocalization Energy

Different electronic states can now be generated by populating the
MOs with electrons. The simplification in the framework of HMO
theory that all pairs of orbitals have zero overlap at any point in
space, allows to formulate the many-particle wave function as a
Hartree product. As a result, the total molecular energy consists of
purely additive contributions from occupied MOs:

Etot =
∑

i

niεi

with the occupation number ni of molecular orbital i. The Pauli
principle forbids an ni greater than two. Figure 2.1 shows the most
important electronic states of butadiene and their corresponding
total energy. Since the model does not distinguish between different
spin states, singlet and triplet states are identical.

A definition of the delocalization energy within HMO theory is
straightforward, since the total energy accounts only for π conjuga-
tion. It is just necessary to define a localized reference state. This
is simply the energy of n non-interacting ethylene units, where n
stands for the number of double bonds present in the delocalized
system. The energy difference between a system and its localized
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State Ground Excited states Charged states
state Triplet Singlet Cation Anion

α

↑↓
↑↓

↑↓
↑

↑

↑↓
↑

↓

↑↓
↑

↑↓
↑↓

↑

Etot
4α +
4.472 β

4α +
3.236 β

4α +
3.236 β

3α +
3.854 β

5α +
3.854 β

Figure 2.1: Different electronic states of butadiene and their Hückel energy.

reference state represents the gain in energy due to electron de-
localization. Since the eigenvalues of the ethylene-Hamiltonian are
simply α+β and α−β, the delocalization energy of a system of N
electrons is

Edel = Etot − Eref
tot = Etot −N · (α+ β).

For the butadiene ground state Edel would be 0.472β (Figure 2.1).
Note also that the sign of Edel can change, e.g. for excited and
charged states, if the number of double bonds is smaller than in the
reference state.

2.1.3 Bond Orders and Orbital Occupation

According to Coulson, the density matrix, obtained by

ρij =
∑

a

nac
∗
aicaj ρ = CTnC,

can be given a special meaning.[53] The diagonal elements ρii are
the occupation numbers of atomic orbital i. The trace sums up toN .
The off-diagonal elements ρij are considered as the fractional bond
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orders between atoms i and j. A bond order of one is interpreted as
a fully localized π bond (i.e. a double bond), whereas a bond order
of zero indicates the absence of a π bond (i.e. a single bond or no
bond at all) between i and j. Delocalized systems are characterized
by bond orders between these values.

Based on Figure 2.1, the following density matrices are obtained
for butadiene in the ground, excited and charged state:

ρBu =









1.00 0.89 0.00 −0.45
0.89 1.00 0.45 0.00
0.00 0.45 1.00 0.89

−0.45 0.00 0.89 1.00









ρBu∗ =









1.00 0.45 0.00 0.28
0.45 1.00 0.72 0.00
0.00 0.72 1.00 0.45
0.28 0.00 0.45 1.00









ρBu+ =









0.64 0.67 0.22 −0.09
0.67 0.86 0.59 0.22
0.22 0.59 0.86 0.67

−0.09 0.22 0.67 0.64









ρBu− =









1.36 0.67 −0.22 −0.09
0.67 1.14 0.59 −0.22

−0.22 0.59 1.14 0.67
−0.09 −0.22 0.67 1.36









.

The neutral butadiene clearly has double bonds between atoms
(1,2) and (3,4). But also the formal single bond (2,3) shows sig-
nificant double bond character due to delocalization. For the first
excited state the situation changes. Bond (2,3) now has the most
pronounced double bond character, whereas bonds (1,2) and (3,4)
have the same order as the ground state single bond. The charged
species have intermediate bond orders between ground and excited
states. Note that apart from the sign, anions and cations have the
same bond orders due to symmetry in the HMO coefficients.

Upon inspection of the atomic orbital occupation numbers, one
finds that the electrons are equally distributed in the neutral sys-
tems. The charge in the ions is preferably located at the termini.
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Orbital symmetry also here leads to equal charge-densities for both
ions.

2.2 Bond Length Alternation

The bond length alternation (BLA) is by far the most common
measure for electron delocalization.[54] In a highly delocalized con-
jugation path, consisting of alternating single and double bonds,
it is expected that the difference in bond lengths will be smaller
than in a non-conjugated reference. In benzene for example, all the
six carbon-carbon bonds have the same length lying somewhere be-
tween a typical single and double bond.[3] There are several ways
to define the BLA. In polymers this is usually the difference of the
two types of bonds present.[55] If single, double and triple bonds
are present, other definitions must be found.[4] As a consequence,
the BLA of different chain types is not directly comparable.

Depending on the purpose, the BLA can also be defined for
certain regions of a molecule. In phenyl groups e.g. the quinoid
character δrquin indicates how strongly an aromatic ring resembles
benzene (δrquin ≈ 0) or quinone (δrquin ≈ 0.1 Å).[56, 57]

In the context of conjugated oligomers, we will restrict ourselves
to two different definitions of the BLA. The first one is the overall
BLA, defined as

〈δr〉 = 1

n

n
∑

i

ri −
1

m

m
∑

i

ri (2.2)

where n and m are the number of saturated and unsaturated bonds
present in the chain. For a PA oligomer, this will be the differ-
ence between an average single and double bond length (see also
Figure 1.1). For PY it would be the difference of single and triple
bonds, and for PDA an average single bond subtracted by half of
an average double and triple bond. With this definition any type
of connectivity considered in this thesis can be treated on an equal
footing.
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Table 2.1: Distances and angles between carbon atoms (in Å or deg) of
the infinite PA chain and the butadiene equilibrium structure for different
levels of approximation. The 6-31G* basis set was used.

HF MP2 B3LYP LC-BLYP CAM-B3LYP Exp.
Polyacetylene

rC−C 1.455 1.430 1.425 1.444 1.440 1.44a

1.45b

rC=C 1.333 1.367 1.370 1.334 1.350 1.36a,b

δr 0.122 0.063 0.055 0.111 0.090 0.085
α 124.1 124.0 124.5 122.2 124.3 122b

ECL 14 23 29 15 19
Butadiene

rC−C 1.468 1.458 1.458 1.458 1.460 1.454c

rC=C 1.323 1.344 1.341 1.323 1.333 1.338c

δr 0.145 0.114 0.117 0.136 0.127 0.116
α 124.1 123.7 124.3 123.9 124.1 123.6c

aNMR measurements on amorphous solids.[58]
bX-ray measurements on oriented PA fibres.[59]
cValues obtained by rotational spectroscopy.[5]

The second quantity defined is the central BLA δr, where only
bonds are considered that are part of the central unit cell. In the
case of PA, this is the difference of the central bond length (double
or single, depending on the parity of the chain length) with the av-
erage length of the two adjacent bonds. With this definition, effects
of the chain endings are not taken into account, and δr converges
more rapidly to the infinite chain value, when the chain length is ex-
tended. In the following, we will consider δr as converged, when the
central bond lengths do not differ by more than 0.01mÅ (= 1 fm).
The chain length at which this threshold is reached will be referred
to as the effective conjugation length (ECL). It is characteristic for
every chain type and the quantum chemical method used.

Table 2.1 shows geometry parameters of the infinite PA chain
and butadiene obtained by different theoretical methods and exper-
iment. As commonly known, HF underestimates electron delocal-
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Figure 2.2: Single and double bond lengths (in Å) of a PA chain containing
10 double bonds using the CAM-B3LYP functional and different basis
sets. A graph is obtained by scanning the bond lengths from the left to
the right end of the chain. Since the x axis has arbitrary units it is not
labelled here and in similar figures.

ization and MP2 overcorrects, resulting in a too large and too small
δr, respectively. Whereas all the density functional methods inves-
tigated predict reasonable geometries for butadiene, only CAM-
B3LYP shows an acceptable result for extended conjugated sys-
tems. Furthermore, the table reveals a strong correlation between
the BLA, expressed in terms of δr and the ECL.

The values of Table 2.1 are only weakly dependent on the choice
of basis set. Figure 2.2 shows bond lengths of PA obtained with
different basis sets. Although the bond lengths are generally short-
ened when improving the quality of the basis sets, the BLA remains
vastly unaffected, since all profiles show the same ordering and are
similar in shape.

Among the double-zeta basis sets, one notices the superior qual-
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Figure 2.3: Single and double bond lengths (in Å) for the 6-31G, 6-31G*
and cc-pVDZ basis sets compared to the cc-pVTZ reference. The PA de-
camer is now terminated by two NH2 groups.

ity of the smaller 6-31G* set over cc-pVDZ, compared to the cc-
pVTZ reference. For the PA decamer, the positional dependent root
mean square deviation (rmsd) between the 6-31G∗ and the cc-pVTZ
basis set is 32mÅ compared to 40mÅ between cc-pVDZ and cc-
pVTZ. The same values for equally long PY are 42mÅ and 70mÅ
respectively.

An even more important reason to prefer the 6-31G* over the cc-
pVDZ basis set is shown in Figure 2.3, where the terminal hydrogens
of PA are now replaced by a NH2 donor group. The double bonds
of 6-31G* are not only closer to cc-pVTZ but they also have the
same shape, whereas the profile obtained using cc-pVDZ is almost
flat.

Because of its good cost-benefit ratio, the method of choice
for geometry optimizations will be CAM-B3LYP/6-31G* as imple-
mented in the gaussian 09 quantum chemistry package.[35] Fig-
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Figure 2.4: Single and double bond lengths for PA oligomers of increasing
chain size n obtained at the CAM-B3LYP/6-31G* level of theory.

ure 2.4 shows the bond lengths in PA oligomers obtained at this
level of theory. The development of every profile upon chain ex-
tension is highly systematic. For n > 15 the central bond length
has converged to the infinite chain value. But also the bonds at the
chain termini converge to constant values. Thus an insertion of an-
other unit cell in the center of the chain has no effect on any other
bond of the molecule, when the oligomer has reached its ECL.

2.3 NBO Analysis

In his thesis, Bruschi showed that the NBO analysis developed by
Weinhold can be used as a powerful tool to quantify electron de-
localization in terms of energy.[4] Introducing new protocols, he
applied the NBO analysis to planar π conjugated systems and was
able to quantify electron delocalization even for individual conju-
gation paths. However, the method had not been applied towards
non-planar and charged systems. As part of the present thesis, the
method is refined to solve problems arising from non-planarity.

2.3.1 Definition of NAOs and NBOs

The main idea behind the NBO method is to transform the canon-
ical molecular orbitals obtained from a quantum chemical calcula-
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tion into localized orbitals. These orbitals reflect the Lewis struc-
ture of the molecule and are widely used as a tool of analysis of the
electronic structure in general.[3]

In a first step, an orthogonal basis is obtained where every or-
bital is almost completely localized at one atomic center. These
’atomic orbitals’ are built in a way to generate extremal diagonal
density matrix elements. Therefore, in the case of an atomic sys-
tem, these orbitals would coincide with the natural orbitals defined
by Löwdin.[60] As a consequence, they are called natural atomic

orbitals (NAO). The final NAO basis consists of a set of hydrogen-
like atomic orbitals (1s, 2s, 3s, . . . , 2p, 3p, etc.) for every atomic
center.

In a second step, NAOs of adjacent atoms are paired to form
two-centered natural bond orbitals (NBO). By defining a connec-
tivity pattern between atoms, two NAOs are allowed to form a
bonding σ and antibonding σ∗ orbital, if they are connected by a
single bond. If the connectivity assumes a double or triple bond, π
and π∗ orbitals are formed in addition. In this way, the final NBO
basis consists of one-center (core-, lone pair- or Rydberg-orbitals,
depending on the principal quantum number of the corresponding
NAOs) and bonding or antibonding two-center orbitals.

The orbitals of interest when analyzing π conjugation are the
2pz NAOs of carbon and the π and π∗ NBOs derived thereof. Fig-
ure 2.5 shows illustrative results from a minimal basis HF calcula-
tion on butadiene. Whereas the canonical MOs are delocalized over
the entire molecule, the NAOs and NBOs are localized at one or two
atomic centers. Note the close relationship of NAOs to the Hückel
model: the Fock matrix in a basis of NAOs (FNAO) corresponds to
the Hückel Hamiltonian H, and ρNAO to the Hückel density matrix
as derived in Section 2.1.

The difference between FMO and FNBO, and likely between ρMO

and ρNBO, is small, which means that a system such as butadiene
is relatively well described by localized π orbitals. The off-diagonal
element Fij in the NBO basis can be interpreted as the strength of
the interaction between orbitals i and j. By means of a perturbative
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Figure 2.5: NBO data of the π system in butadiene from a HF/STO-3G
calculation. On the left, the orbital coefficients of the carbon 2pz orbitals
for the canonical MOs, NAOs and NBOs are shown. The corresponding
Fock and density matrices are presented on the right (in atomic units).
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Figure 2.6: Orbital interaction energies for PA oligomers of increasing
chain length n at the CAM-B3LYP/6-31G* level of theory. For every n,
a graph is obtained by scanning the π → π∗ orbital interaction of two
adjacent double bonds from left to right.[61]

approach, this quantity can be related to the second-order orbital
interaction energy

Ei→j = ρii
|Fij |2

Fii − Fjj
(2.3)

defined in Reference [3]. Ei→j is a measure of the gain in energy
due to donor-acceptor interactions of NBO i and NBO j. Figure 2.6
shows Ei→j in PA for all π → π∗ orbital interactions of adjacent
double bonds. The profiles grow systematically and converge to
constant values at the ECL, as it was already observed for the
bond lengths of Figure 2.4. These two figures exemplarily illustrate
the close relationship between molecular and electronic structure in
conjugated oligomers, as well as the high numerical stability of the
methods applied.

2.3.2 Delocalization Energy

To obtain a quantitative measure for the delocalization energy,
we apply the same concept as in HMO theory described in Sec-
tion 2.1. A reference state has to be defined, where no delocaliza-
tion is present. The energy difference between the real system and
the localized reference state is then considered as the delocalization
energy. There are several ways of defining such a reference state.
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The straightforward procedure from HMO theory to define the
reference state as a sum of isolated double bonds (for butadiene
these would be two ethylene units) is no longer applicable since
now also σ conjugation comes into play. Even worse, the number of
atoms is not preserved in such a reference.

However, NBO theory enables us to define other, non-physical
reference states. Bruschi defined the reference state as a reduced
orbital space with all antibonding π∗ orbitals discarded.[4] In the
case of the butadiene example shown in Figure 2.5, this is done by
removal of columns 3 and 4 of FNBO resulting in a 2× 2 matrix. A
delocalization energy of

Forb
NBO =

(

−0.32 −0.07
−0.07 −0.32

)

→ Eorb
del = 0.038 a.u.

is obtained.

The method of orbital deletion was successfully applied in a
number of cases.[62, 6, 7] One of its benefits is the possibility to
delete antibonding orbitals only in selected conjugation paths. This
allows to compare the energies of competing conjugation paths.[6, 7]

However, the method has its limitations when it comes to non-
planar molecules. As soon as π conjugated systems are distorted
out-of-plane, there is interaction also with the σ framework, a phe-
nomenon that is known as hyperconjugation.[63] Since the deletion
of π∗ orbitals prevents not only π → π∗, but also σ → π∗ interac-
tions, the obtained Eorb

del is a sum of conjugation and hyperconjuga-
tion effects.

In order to also treat non-planar π conjugated system, the pro-
tocol of Bruschi was refined to distinguish between conjugation and
hyperconjugation. To this end the deletion of orbitals was replaced
by a deletion of single Fock-matrix elements. For butadiene, FNBO

would be modified by setting all elements to zero that correspond
to π → π∗ interactions. The resulting delocalization energy in the
case of planar s-trans butadiene is nearly the same as using Bru-
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schi’s method:

Felem
NBO =









−0.32 −0.07 0.00 0.00
−0.07 −0.32 0.00 0.00
0.00 0.00 0.32 −0.09
0.00 0.00 −0.09 0.32









→ Eelem
del = 0.038 a.u.

The difference between the two methods becomes obvious, when
inspecting the cis-trans isomerization of butadiene in Figure 2.7.
Whereas Eorb

del is substantial at any torsional angle due to hyper-
conjugation, Eelem

del approximates zero at the transition geometry,
where no π → π∗ interactions are present.

2.4 Polarizabilities

Besides the BLA, also the polarizability is an observable closely
related to electron delocalization. It is very reasonable to assume
that the only loosely bound π electrons can move along a π con-
jugation path, and thus strongly polarize the molecule, when an
external electric field is applied. Also the close relationship between
BLA and second hyperpolarizability in conjugated systems is well-
established.[11]

In the following, the requirements for an accurate calculation of
polarizabilities for small molecules are outlined, and difficulties and
observations occurring at larger system size are highlighted. The
section closes with considerations about extrapolation to the infinite
chain limit. We will derive a scaling exponent b that reveals the
systematic behaviour of the polarizability in conjugated oligomer
chains.

2.4.1 Calculating Polarizabilities

If an external electric field F is applied to a molecular system, its
energy will change as a function of the field strength. A Taylor-
expansion of the form

E(F) = E(0) +
∂E

∂F
F+

1

2

∂2E

∂F2
F2 +

1

6

∂3E

∂F3
F3 +

1

24

∂4E

∂F4
F4 + . . .
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Figure 2.7: Delocalization energies and bond lengths of butadiene at the
CAM-B3LYP/6-31G* level of theory. Molecular geometries are fully re-
laxed except for the torsional angle ϑ, which is scanned in steps of 2◦ from
0◦ (planar s-cis butadiene) to 180◦ (planar s-trans butadiene). The left
side shows single and double bond lengths as well as its difference δr. On
the top right, the total energy (bold) is shown together with the slightly
higher energies obtained with the two deletion protocols Eorb (dashed)
and Eelem (solid). Their difference to the total energy defines the delocal-
ization energies Eorb

del (dashed) and Eelem
del (solid) shown in the lower right

corner.
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= E(0) − µF− 1

2
αF2 − 1

6
β F3 − 1

24
γ F4 − . . . (2.4)

introduces coefficients µ, α, β and γ for every power of F. µ is the
dipole moment, α is the dipole polarizability, and β and γ are the
first and second hyperpolarizabilities. These quantities are all ten-
sors of the same rank as their expansion term. For apolar molecules
µ and β vanish due to symmetry.

In most experiments, isotropic values for α and γ are measured.
Thus, a comparison to experiment requires the calculation of tensor
averages of the form

〈α〉 = 1/3 (αxx + αyy + αzz)

〈γ〉 = 1/5 (γxxxx + γyyyy + γzzzz + 2γxxyy + 2γxxzz + 2γyyzz) ,

where αij and γijkl are the individual tensor elements.[64] For con-
jugated linear chains of sufficient length however, α and even more
γ will be completely dominated by the longitudinal components αxx

and γxxxx. The tedious calculation of the complete tensor is thus
often omitted. Furthermore, the focus of interest lies mainly in the
behaviour of the longitudinal component along the chain propaga-
tion axis x.

As soon as only longitudinal components are calculated, it is
necessary to define the molecular axes properly in order to have
unique values for αxx and γxxxx. There are two different concepts
that are commonly used: either the molecule is oriented along its
main axes of inertia, where x is the axis with the lowest moment of
inertia, or x is defined as the vector that interconnects the centers
of the two outermost bonds in a conjugation path. Both defini-
tions will be applied in this thesis, since depending on the type of
molecular chain, only one of the two concepts may be useful. For un-
substituted rod-like molecules such as PA however, the differences
are only marginal. Moreover, both concepts will be equivalent for
infinite polymer chains.

When it comes to practical considerations on how to calcu-
late molecular properties, several different approaches exist.[65] A
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straightforward procedure is the finite-field method, where quan-
tum chemical calculations are done at different field strengths. The
resulting energies are then related to the energy of the unperturbed
system to yield polarizabilities as numerical differences of these val-
ues. This method is fast and easy to implement, but has several
drawbacks. First, the strength of the field has to be chosen ap-
propriately. Too weak fields lead to numerical errors, when taking
the differences; too strong fields would corrupt the properties with
higher order derivatives. Second, there is no straightforward way of
treating time-dependent electric fields.

A more sophisticated approach is the use of response theory,
where molecular properties are calculated in a perturbative man-
ner.[66] These computationally more expensive calculations allow
to analytically derive molecular properties for static as well as for
dynamic electric fields. The calculations of properties α, β and γ
in this thesis are done throughout with response theory as imple-
mented in the dalton quantum chemistry package.[41]

In order to compute reliable molecular properties, it is essential
to have a very accurate description of the electronic wave function.
This usually means the usage of large basis sets with the inclusion
of diffuse orbitals as well as convergence of the energy gradients
to high thresholds. However, for extended molecular chains these
calculations quickly become unfeasible. Moreover the benefit of dif-
fuse basis functions is overshadowed by linear dependencies arising
in large systems. In this situation, the linearly dependent orbitals
have to be discarded to still converge the wave function. As a re-
sult, the highly sensitive molecular properties may start to oscillate
around their proper value. We outlined all this in detail in a broad
basis set study.[52] Further it was shown that diffuse basis functions
are less and less important in longer chains, as cooperative effects
of functions located on neighboring centers will compensate for the
missing basis set flexibility.[8, 67] All these findings obviously dis-
encourage the use of diffuse orbitals for extended oligomer chains,
and it is common practice to use rather small basis sets also in more
recent studies.[68, 69, 20]
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Figure 2.8: Longitudinal polarizability α and second hyperpolarizability γ
of several methods relative to HF values in PA chains. The 6-31G* basis
set was used.

For small molecules, Sadlej’s POL basis is a good choice as it
is specifically designed for polarizabilities.[70] We showed that the
POL basis set, having a slightly larger size than an aug-cc-pVDZ
basis, is able to predict values of γ comparable to an aug-cc-pVTZ
basis.[52]

2.4.2 The Second Hyperpolarizability in Oligomers

A direct comparison between experiment and theory is difficult,
when only the electronic aspects of the polarizabilities are consid-
ered. For small molecules, we showed that the CAM-B3LYP den-
sity functional and the coupled cluster CCSD method both predict
dynamic hyperpolarizabilities close to experiment.[52] For longer
oligomer chains however, with no available experimental gas phase
data, the quality of a method is usually assessed with respect to
coupled cluster calculations which are considered to be most ac-
curate at present.[71] Several attempts have been made to include
vibronic contributions, local field factors and solvent effects into the
calculation of γ.[72, 73, 74, 75] However, without the application of
these corrections, theory is not expected to reproduce experimental
findings quantitatively.

Although density functional theory (DFT) is successful in the
calculation of polarizabilities of small molecules, problems with ex-
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tended linear chains were observed.[45, 46] This can be seen in Fig-
ure 2.8. For polarizabilities α, all methods are similar, predicting
values within a range of ±10% compared to HF. In contrast, the
second hyperpolarizability γ depends much stronger on the method
applied. An initially close agreement between CCSD and the long-
range corrected density functionals LC-BLYP and CAM-B3LYP is
lifted at larger chain length: CCSD and HF values tend to align,
whereas the DFT methods, especially CAM-B3LYP, significantly
overestimate γ.

Investigating the development of CCSD and HF hyperpolariz-
abilities for even longer chain lengths, and also for different chain
types, we were able to show that the initially observed positive con-
tribution of electron correlation to γ decreases, and, depending on
the basis set, may even invert and thus damp γ in comparison to
HF.[76] It was further shown, that the reduced influence of electron
correlation on γ in large conjugated molecules applies in a rather
general fashion to different chain types (PA, PY, linear H2 chains).
An explanation of this phenomenon however, is not trivial and still
has to be found.

For our purpose, the fact that HF agrees better with CCSD
polarizabilities than DFT, renders HF a valuable and affordable
method. Within this thesis, α, β and γ are thus calculated at the
HF/6-31G* level using response theory.

2.4.3 Extrapolation Schemes

It is known that certain molecular properties f of extended oligo-
mers (like the polarizabilities α, β and γ) obey a power-law of the
form

f ≈ a · nb

where n is the number of monomer units. The scaling exponent
b is characteristic for the type of chain present.[77, 78] For longer
chains however, these extensive quantities have to finally adopt lin-
ear scaling.[79, 80] This can be seen in Figure 2.9a, where properties
α and γ are initially increasing with a certain power and finally be-
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Figure 2.9: Different representations of a molecular property f as function
of the chain length n shown for α and γ of PA oligomers at the HF/6-31G*
level of theory. (a) Linear representation: maximum values are normalized
to one. (b) Double-logarithmic representation: a decrease of b is visible as
a diminishing slope. (c) Derivative of (b): the y axis corresponds to b. (d)
Plot of b against inverse chain length 1/n: at sufficient chain lengths both
curves become linear.

come linear. Thus it is reasonable to write the above approximation
as an exact equation by treating b as an explicit function of n:

f = a · nb(n) (2.5)

In the double-logarithmic plot shown in Figure 2.9b, b(n) is repre-
sented as the slope of the graphs for α and γ.

To obtain the exponent b for the property f at two different
chain lengths n and k,

bnk =
ln (fk/fn)

ln (k/n)

needs to be evaluated. If we set k = n + 1, bnk will be a good
approximation to the continuous b(n), because

b(n) ≈ d ln f

d lnn
≈ ∆ ln f

∆ lnn
=

ln (fn+1/fn)

ln [(n+ 1)/n]
= bnk.

Figure 2.9c shows the b(n) that is obtained using this formula.
When replacing the x axis by the inverse chain length 1/n, Fig-
ure 2.9d is obtained. In this representation the development of b is
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linear over a broad regime of n. In consequence, a linear regression
within this regime yields a characteristic dimensionless number ξ
which is independent of the chain length. In Figure 2.9d, such a
regression is done in the region 1/n ≤ 0.05 (corresponding to chain
lengths 20 ≤ n < 45) resulting in a ξα = 6.39 and ξγ = 28.36. In
both cases the correlation coefficients are greater than 0.999 vali-
dating the high linearity of the slopes in the 1/n representation.

It should be noted that this rapidly converging parameter ξ is
a characteristic number sufficient for the description of the scaling
of a molecular property in an oligomer chain. Furthermore, we will
see in Chapter 5 that ξ is indeed related to electron delocalization.
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Chapter 3

Electron Delocalization in

Cross Conjugated

Systems: Too Weak to be

of Importance?

In cross conjugated systems the unsaturated bonds are connected
in a branched rather than in a linear fashion. Figure 3.1 shows dif-
ferent ways, how two triple bonds can be interlinked by an ethylene
fragment. Cross conjugated compounds have mandatory bifurca-
tion points, where the conjugation path in the classical sense is dis-
rupted, or stated otherwise: a system possessing three unsaturated

groups, two of which, although conjugated to a third unsaturated

center, are not conjugated to each other.[81]
Although ubiquitous in chemistry (e.g. fulvenes, ketones, den-

dralenes), the π conjugation in cross conjugated systems has only
sparsely been investigated. The chapter therefore starts with a short
review of the available literature on cross conjugation.

Fundamental aspects of cross conjugation are then investigated
by simple Hückel theory. Figure 3.2 shows how generic backbone
types can be built by an increasing number of double bonds n.
For n = 1 only one connectivity is possible, namely ethylene. For
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cis-DEE geminal-DEEtrans-DEE

cross conjugationthrough conjugation

PTA

iso-PTA

Figure 3.1: Through and cross conjugated isomers of diethinylethene
(DEE) and its all-trans (polytriacetylene) or all-geminal (iso-
polytriacetylene) oligomers.

n = 2 we can divide connectivities into linear (butadiene) and
cyclic (cyclobutadiene) compounds. Starting with n = 3, cross
conjugated patterns emerge: 3-methylene-1,4-pentadiene (3c) and
tris(methylene)-cyclopropane (3d). At this point we have four dis-
tinct connectivity patterns, namely polyenes (a), annulenes (b),
dendralenes (c) and radialenes (d).[82] Molecules belonging to these
fundamental classes can be tailored by insertion of triple bond spac-
ers or methylene tethers, as well as by additional donor and acceptor
substituents. This will be the topic of section 3.2.

In the final section an example is given on the competition be-
tween different conjugation paths in cross conjugated systems, and
on how donor-acceptor substitution can interfere and completely
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alter the properties of such systems.

3.1 Accounts of Cross Conjugation

Finding Electronic Evidence for Cross Conjugation

In their 1968 paper, Phelan and Orchin performed HMO calcula-
tions on 3-methylene-1,4-pentadiene 3c and derivatives. Inspired
by the finding that some MOs, among them the lowest unoccu-
pied orbital (LUMO), have charge densities that suggest an elec-
tronic connection of the two conjugated branches, they argued that
there must be electron delocalization across the central bifurcation
point.[81] However, these authors were unable to show a significant
interaction among the two entities connected through the unsatu-
rated center for the examples explored.

The structure of 3c, explored by means of gas phase electron
diffraction by Trætteberg and Hopf, was confirmed to be non-planar
with double bond lengths that do not indicate extensive electron
delocalization.[83] The experimental and theoretical investigation
of near-planar analogues of 3c, namely 3-methylenepent-1-en-4-yne
(one of the two branching double bonds is replaced by a triple
bond) and 3-methylene-6,6-dimethyl-cyclohexa-1,4-diene (the two
branching double bonds are linked by a methylene tether) again
did not show any outstanding electronic or structural features for
these cross conjugated compounds.[84, 85, 86] In an article about
dendralenes in 2001, Hopf pointed out that there are no cross conju-
gated compounds known yet who play a role as vital as β-carotene
or are as important as benzene.[87] Even though in the nineties ra-
dialenes and oligomers of DEE started to attract the interest of syn-
thetic chemistry, Hopf’s statement is still vastly true today.[88, 82]

Quantum chemical calculations on DEE showed that the
through conjugated DEE is, depending on the level of theory, be-
tween 2.7 and 4.8 kcal/mol more stable than the cross conjugated
isomer. Using NBO analysis, it was shown that this difference in
stability can be attributed to the difference in π delocalization
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energies.[62] Also the computed properties indicate that electron
delocalization is more enhanced in DEE: the first allowed excitation
is at lower energy, and also the difference in adiabatic ionization po-
tential and adiabatic electron affinity indicate more enhanced elec-
tron delocalization in the through conjugated compounds. But these
same calculations also showed that the length of the double bond
in geminal-DEE is only 5mÅ shorter than in trans-DEE (1.351 Å),
which, on the other hand, is clearly longer than the length of the
double bond in ethylene (1.330 Å) or in ethinylethene (1.341 Å).
Similar observations were made in a comparative study of PTA and
iso-PTA oligomers.[17] Indications for enhanced electron delocaliza-
tion in the cross conjugated isomers, however, remained sparse.

Excited States and Molecular Ions

Van Walree and coworkers, based on an absorption and fluorescence
study on 1,1-diphenylethene and 2,3-diphenylbutadiene (DPB),
showed that in both compounds there is substantial charge transfer,
and that with the introduction of a second branching site in DPB,
the corresponding charge transfer band can still be observed, even
though with reduced intensity.[23]

Clear evidence for extended π electron delocalization in cross
conjugated compounds was observed for the radical anions and
cations of iso-PTA oligomers.[17] The change in geometry of the
ions in response to chain extension indicates that conjugation
through the cross-linked carbon atoms is switched on. Similarly,
there is an increase in the electron affinities and a decrease in
the ionization potentials with the extension of the chain length,
although to a lesser extent with respect to the through conjugated
PTA isomers. Similar observations were made by van Walree and
coworkers who reported an increase of the oxidation potential in
a series of increasingly large p-phenylvinylidene cross conjugated
oligomers.[89]

An investigation of the PTA and iso-PTA ions using density
functional theory showed that the spin density is spread along the
entire carbon backbone. In iso-PTA there is a localization of the
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(partial) spin density on the outer carbon atom of the pendent
double bonds of each monomer. The anions of both isomers take a
strongly cumulenic structure. As a consequence the central double
bond in PTA is longer than any of the formal single bonds. For
iso-PTA, the situation is similar but not quite as extreme.[17]

Materials from Cross Conjugated Species

Indeed, the number of accounts where cross conjugation was ex-
ploited to design advanced materials is limited. Tykwinski and
coworkers both tried to exploit cross conjugation for the develop-
ment of compounds with potential application as optoelectronic
materials.[90] In assessing the suitability of an organic compound
for NLO purposes, its efficiency/transparency tradeoff at a specific
wavelength, often in the visible region, is a key factor. Tykwinski
and coworkers observed an enhanced second hyperpolarizability for
perphenylated iso-polydiacetylene (iso-PDA), a system which, con-
trary to unsubstituted iso-PDA, can be explored experimentally.[24]
The X-ray crystallographic analysis revealed a non-planar backbone
conformation for the oligomers, which is due to the interaction of
the pendent phenyl groups. Based on molecular modeling and spec-
troscopic studies the authors argued that the reason for the super-
linear increase of γ as a function of the oligomer chain length is a
consequence of the helical conformation these systems adopt. Cross
conjugated systems are more prone to steric strain, and given the
ease of rotation about the single bonds at the bifurcation points,
distortion towards a helical structure, assisted by the phenyl groups
that will undergo π stacking, is a very plausible scenario.

More recently, Ratner and co-workers, based on model calcula-
tions, suggested that linearly cross conjugated species may exhibit
great potential as (single molecule) transistors and switches.[25, 26]
Their electric transmission calculations show that geminal-DEE ex-
hibits a distinct antiresonance in the π component of the electronic
transmission around the Fermi energy, resulting in low conductivity
at this point. Outside this energy-range, the cross conjugated com-
pounds show a very similar transmission pattern as their through
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conjugated counterparts. Furthermore, the study also shows that
the location, the width and the depth of the transmission-well is
closely related to the molecular structure of the DEE, i.e. that the
features of a switch could be tuned by molecular design.

3.2 Understanding Cross Conjugation

Since cross and through conjugated compounds primarily differ in
the connectivity pattern, HMO theory is sufficient to explain many
of the fundamental differences between these two forms of conju-
gation. The findings for cross conjugated systems can be directly
compared and related to the respective through conjugated isomer.

However, the simplest cross conjugated compounds, such as the
dendralene 4c shown in Figure 3.2, will distort due to steric strain,
a feature not accounted for by HMO theory. To maintain planarity
of the π conjugated scaffold, the backbone has to be modified by
insertion of spacer and tether fragments into these dendralenes.
The effect on the π conjugation will be investigated by means of
molecular structure and polarizability analysis.

3.2.1 Results of HMO Theory

In Figure 3.3 the spectra of the Hückel Hamiltonian for cross and
through conjugated linear and cyclic polyenes (n = 20 and n =
5000) is compared. We observe a striking difference in the orbital en-
ergy pattern: whereas for extended through conjugated systems the
HOMO-LUMO gap vanishes, a finite gap of 2(

√
2−1)β is predicted

for cross conjugated systems of infinite chain length. The comb con-
nectivity (as in 3c, 4c) actually leads to the largest HOMO-LUMO
gap possible for acyclic systems.[91]

Whereas for the annulenes with m carbon atoms we have an
orbital pattern leading to aromatic (4m+2) or anti-aromatic (4m)
configurations, the radialene orbital pattern is such that the HOMO
will always be fully occupied, either as a degenerate (odd n) or non-
degenerate orbital (even n). It should been noted that although the
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Figure 3.3: The spectra of the Hückel Hamiltonian for the different types
of connectivities a, b, c, d, and chain lengths n. The orbital energies are
given in terms of the (negative) Hückel β-parameter. For n = 5000 the
orbital density is shown.

HMOs in linear chains and (even or odd) cycles differ in their in-
dividual structure, they nevertheless sum up to the same orbital
density, when elongated towards an infinite system, as is shown for
n = 5000. From the orbital density patterns we also see that the
HMO model predicts the through conjugated species to be consis-
tently more stable than their cross conjugated isomers.

Figure 3.4 shows the delocalization energy per double bond unit
of the electronic ground state as a function of chain length. As
for orbital densities, Edel converges to the same values for linear
and cyclic systems. The delocalization energy per double bond is
higher for through than for cross conjugated systems (0.55β vs.
0.43β). Whereas linear chains monotonically reach their asymptotic
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Figure 3.4: Hückel delocalization energies Edel per double bond n for dif-
ferent types of connectivities a, b, c and d. Energies are given in terms
of the (negative) Hückel β-parameter.

limit, the cyclic species oscillate around this value. The systematic
even/odd oscillation of annulene is due to Hückel’s rule and only
fades out because of the division by n. In contrast, the oscillation
observed for the radialenes is irregular and quickly decays.

Considering HMO bond orders for connectivities a and c in Fig-
ure 3.5, we see that both types of connectivity have a characteristic
pattern. Through conjugation clearly shows a convergence of single
and double bond orders towards the center of the molecule reaching
equality at infinite chain length.

The dependence of bond orders on the position in the chain is
an indication that every bond is influenced, and thus conjugated, by
the presence of other bonds. The neutral cross conjugated system
on the other hand shows no positional dependence except for the
terminal bonds. This suggests a rather short effective conjugation
length (ECL), since conjugation is spread only over few atoms.

In the excited state, or likewise in charged states, however, the
situation changes. Bond orders in cross conjugated systems now de-
pend on their position in the chain indicating an enhanced ECL.
Furthermore, when considering the HMO atomic occupation num-
bers, it is found that most of the charge density in the cross conju-
gated ions is indeed located on the pendent carbon atoms resulting
in a nearly charge-free main axis with enhanced conjugation effi-
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Figure 3.5: Bond orders of polyene (dashed) and dendralene (solid) for
fixed chain length n = 20 in the electronic ground state and the first
excited state.

ciency, as it was suggested from earlier DFT studies.[17]

3.2.2 BLA in Different Cross Conjugated Systems

When leaving the simple world of the HMO model and turn to-
wards ab initio calculations of equilibrium structures, there is an
additional issue that has to be dealt with: steric strain. Whereas
linearly through conjugated polyenes are planar in reality, cross con-
jugated compounds such as 3c and 4c will inevitably distort about
the single bonds due to crowded hydrogen substituents.[83, 22]

This issue can be tackled in several ways: one possibility is to
work with the unmodified chains nevertheless taking into account
their non-planarity. This has on one hand the additional benefit
that torsional angles carry information about the bond strength and
thus about the π conjugation.[22, 92] On the other hand, extended
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Figure 3.6: Different types of oligomer chains derived from PA and iso-PA
using spacers and tethers. The numbering scheme is such that an n-mer
corresponds to a chain containing exactly n double bonds.

conjugation paths are disrupted and, even more importantly, the π
system is mixed with the σ system due to hyperconjugation. This
makes the analysis of pure π conjugation difficult.

Planarity, and thus more optimal π electron delocalization, can
be achieved by means of spacers or tethers.[93] Figure 3.6 shows how
insertion of ethyne spacers into a PA or iso-PA chain will lead to
PDA and iso-PDA, respectively, whereas the linkage of the pendent
double bonds of a dendralene with a methylene tether will lead to a
vastly strain-free and planar comb structure. The tether, apart from
a hyperconjugative interaction with the π system of the backbone,
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Figure 3.7: The all-s-cis equilibrium structure of a n = 49 dendralene from
different perspectives.

does otherwise not have much impact on electron delocalization.
The ethyne spacers, on the other hand, were shown to reduce the
conjugation efficiency in PDA and PTA due to the relatively weak
double-triple bond interaction.[61]

The calculated equilibrium structures of the linked dendralene
(comb structure), PA, PDA and iso-PDA are indeed planar. For
dendralenes (iso-PA) various minima are possible, comparable to
saturated alkane chains, due to the different conformations depend-
ing on the torsional angles connecting two double bonds. In order
to have a distinct propagation axis, an all-s-cis structure with tor-
sional angles of ∼ 40◦ can be optimized. This way a helix is formed
containing five monomer units or double bonds per turn as shown
in Figure 3.7. Such five-membered helices are indeed found in the
literature.[24] Obviously the π orbitals in this system are no longer
perpendicular to the longitudinal axis, but instead point in the di-
rection of the helix propagation.
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Figure 3.8: Bond lengths of the n = 20 oligomer chains from Figure 3.6. In
the upper half, PA (dashed), iso-PA (solid) and the comb structure (bold)
are shown. Below PDA (dashed) and iso-PDA (solid) can be found.

Figure 3.8 shows the bond lengths for each backbone at a fixed
chain length. The shape of all curves agrees remarkably well with
the corresponding Hückel bond orders shown in Figure 3.5. This
indicates that the development of the bond lengths as a function of
their position in the chain originates exclusively from π conjugation.
Effects of steric strain only induce an overall shift of the curves in
Figure 3.8, visible e.g. in the case of the rather long single bonds
for the helical iso-PA structure.

Like for bond orders, a strong variation of bond lengths as a
function of their position is an indication for strong π conjugation
of the backbone. Again the through conjugated systems PA and
PDA outperform any of the cross conjugated isomers in this respect.
Among the cross conjugated species the tethered comb structure
seems to have the strongest π conjugation.
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Table 3.1: Absolute and relative polarizabilities (α, α′) and hyperpolariz-
abilities (γ, γ′) along the propagation axis for different backbone types of
chain length n = 20. Relative values are obtained as the ratio of the abso-
lute value and the distance of the two outermost atoms in the molecule.
The propagation axis is defined as the axis that connects both centers
of the two outermost carbon-carbon bonds (PA, comb, PDA, iso-PDA).
For iso-PA the propagation axis is defined as the axis of inertia encir-
cled by the helix. The values are obtained using response theory at the
HF/6-31G* level of theory.

backbone α (a.u.) γ (103 a.u.) α′ (a.u./Å) γ′ (103 a.u./Å)
PA 2993 80636 59.96 1615.37
comb 628 102 24.26 3.93
iso-PA 294 38 18.00 2.31
PDA 5194 113076 51.08 1112.07

iso-PDA 1442 798 20.02 11.07

3.2.3 Polarizabilities of Cross Conjugated Systems

Considering the only moderate electron delocalization found when
investigating the BLA, it should be expected that also the polariz-
abilities of cross conjugated systems will be small. Table 3.1 shows
that indeed α and especially γ are much larger for through than for
cross conjugated backbones.

The situation is different, when looking at the scaling proper-
ties with the methods developed in Section 2.4.3. Figure 3.9 shows
the scaling exponent b as function of the chain length. There is a
more than linear (b > 1) increase also for cross conjugated systems
when extending the chain length. The highest value of b is always
observed for PA. Whereas PDA still shows values of b distinctly
larger than one, iso-PDA shows no sign of enhanced polarizability
in response to chain length extension: electron delocalization does
not appear to reach much beyond the longest through path. The
structure of iso-PA oscillates, in relation to its helical structure,
with a period of five. The planar dendralene (comb) on the other
hand, shows appreciable signs of extended conjugation along a cross
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conjugated path. Both, α and γ clearly grow superlinearly as the
chain is extended.

3.2.4 Conclusions

There are two fundamental differences between through and cross
conjugation. First, unlike their through conjugated isomers, cross
conjugated systems have a finite HOMO-LUMO gap, regardless of
the shape (linear, cyclic) or the extension of the conjugation path.
This has major consequences on the structure as well as on the
properties of cross conjugated compounds. Second, due to the con-
nectivity pattern, steric strain between branches in cross conjugated
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systems is much more common than in the through conjugated iso-
mers. Given the ease of rotation about the single bonds at the
bifurcation point, out-of-plane and even helical distortion of the
conjugated branches is observed. However, it is possible to control
steric strain by means of spacers and tethers, and to devise planar
cross conjugated compounds with appreciable π electron delocal-
ization along the main axis.

Computational as well as experimental studies show that it is
obviously very difficult to exploit cross conjugation for neutral,
ground state species. The nature of cross conjugation is such that
it does not allow for extensive electron delocalization across the bi-
furcation point. The interaction between conjugated branches, and
therefore the conjugation efficiency, is rather limited, which makes
the tuning of donor-acceptor functionalization very difficult. The
situation changes, when molecular ions and electronically excited
species are considered. There, the charge- and spin-density is es-
sentially located at the pendent carbon atoms of the cross conju-
gated chain leading to enhanced conjugation efficiency along the
main axis. This characteristic of cross conjugated systems could be
exploited in the design of new materials, for example in the design
of optical switches. Examples of applications of cross conjugation in
materials with distinct properties or functionality are still sparse,
but a better understanding of cross conjugation may help to change
this situation.

3.3 Competition among Conjugation Paths

2,3-diphenylbutadiene (DPB) represents a generic branched π sys-
tem consisting of three overlapping linearly through conjugated
units, namely a 1,3-butadiene- and two phenylethene subsystems
(also referred to as styrene subsystems) as seen in Figure 3.10.
Furthermore, the two phenyl rings are coupled via cross conjuga-
tion over the butadiene backbone. Steric strain due to overlapping
hydrogen atoms in the s-trans, and even more so in the s-cis ge-
ometry prevents the molecule from being planar. This will result
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Figure 3.10: Definition of atom labels and dihedral angles in DPB. φ, θ
and θ′ are defined by the quartets of atoms φ(C(2)-C(1)-C(11)-C(12)),
θ(C(2)-C(1)-C(5)-C(6)), and θ′(C(12)-C(11)-C(15)-C(16)). In symmetric
molecules θ and θ′ are identical. Atoms 3, 4, 13, 14, 21 and 22 are either
hydrogens, donor (-NMe2) or acceptor (-CN) substituents.

in a loss of π delocalization energy, and the details of the struc-
ture of these compounds will be greatly influenced by the com-
petition between conjugation pathways. The DPB framework thus
renders itself nicely for the study of through and cross conjugated
donor-acceptor (D-A) systems. Furthermore, derivatives of DPB
may show potential as functional materials. Obviously, the proper-
ties of these compounds strongly depend on the type of functional
groups present and on the pathway connecting them.

Since the molecule is prevented from having a planar structure,
which would be optimal from a π conjugation perspective, compe-
tition between the various conjugation paths is induced, and, as
long as van der Waals interactions between the phenyl rings play
no major role, the resulting molecular structure will represent a
compromise between styrene- and butadiene-type through conjuga-
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Table 3.2: Selected geometry parameters of DPB (in Å or degrees). All
structures are stationary points of a B3LYP/6-311G** geometry opti-
mization.

C(1)-C(11) C(1)-C(5) C(1)-C(2) δraquin φ θ

a 1.4970 1.4894 1.3411 0.0067 55.2 34.5
b 1.4905 1.4936 1.3431 0.0054 154.6 130.8
c 1.5097 1.4898 1.3392 0.0083 91.1 170.7
d 1.4829 1.4992 1.3414 0.0030 180.0 90.0

aδrquin is the quinoid character of the phenyl rings.[56, 57]

tion. Depending on the degree of preservation of these conjugation
paths, DPB and its D-A functionalized derivatives will resemble
either a substituted butadiene, an α,α-coupled bistyrene or a mix-
ture thereof. Accordingly, the crystal structure of DPB reported by
van Walree is best described as a system which retains much of the
styrene conjugation, but still shows some butadiene conjugation.[94]

3.3.1 Molecular and Electronic Structure of DPB

The structure of DPB is characterized by the three dihedral angles
φ, θ and θ′ as defined in Figure 3.10. If the C2 symmetry is retained,
the angles θ and θ′ will be identical. Rotation about φ will disrupt
π conjugation of the butadiene fragment, whereas rotation about θ
and θ′ will disrupt π conjugation in the styrene subunits.

A relaxed potential energy surface scan for unsubstituted DPB
shows that two minima (a and b) exist that are close in energy.[92]
Both states are interconnected via a low lying transition state (c).
A second transition state (d) connects b with its mirror image b’.
The relevant structural parameters of these four stationary points
are listed in Table 3.2.

The conformation of a with angles φ = 55.2◦ and θ = 34.5◦

is best described as a bistyrene-like structure with some butadiene
conjugation retained, whereas the conformation of b, with angles
φ = 154.6◦ and θ = 130.8◦, more closely resembles a butadiene-
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Figure 3.11: Schematic representation of the four stationary points of
DPB. The minima a and b are distorted s-cis and s-trans butadienes,
whereas for transition states c and d planar fragments with undisturbed
conjugation paths are found.

like structure with some styrene conjugation retained. Transition
state c, on the other hand, has a nearly perfect bistyrene struc-
ture (θ = 170.7◦) with an almost fully twisted butadiene backbone
(φ = 91.1◦). The transition state d takes a perfect s-trans butadi-
ene structure with the phenyl rings perpendicular to the butadiene
plane (C2h-symmetry).

A short C(1)-C(11) single bond indicates good butadiene conju-
gation as found in b and especially in d. In contrast, a short C(1)-
C(5) single bond points at good conjugation in the styrene subunit,
as observed for a and c. The C(1)-C(2) length is somewhat indif-
ferent, as both (styrene and butadiene) conjugation paths tend to
elongate that particular double bond. The quinoid character δrquin
is strongest for styrene-like conformations a and c.

Figure 3.11 gives a schematic overview of structures a to d.
The molecular structure of DPB evidently follows a simple pattern:
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Table 3.3: Energies of different conformations of DPB and their orbital
interaction energies (in kcal/mol) at the B3LYP/6-311G** level.a

∆E π=→π∗
Ph πPh→π∗

= π=→π∗
=

a 0.00 7.65 9.43 4.65
b 0.23 5.41 5.77 11.70
c 3.01 11.26 13.76 0.09
d 1.29 0.06 0.03 14.65

ref.b 11.33 14.80 15.08

a The NBO second-order interaction energy as defined in Equation (2.3).
Tabulated are the donor interaction of the vinyl π orbital with the three
π∗ orbitals of the phenyl ring (π=→π∗

Ph), the corresponding back donation
interaction (πPh→ π∗

=), and the interaction between the two butadiene
double bonds with each other (π=→π∗

=).
b Comparison to a fully conjugated, planar reference state. For π=→π∗

=

this is butadiene for the other two it is styrene.

while the minimum energy structures represent conformations with
a sophisticated balance between styrene and butadiene conjugation,
the transition structures represent conformations with one conju-
gation path fully turned on.

These findings can be further illustrated by means of the anal-
ysis of the electronic structure of the compound. The energetic
properties (total energies, and orbital interaction energies) of the
stationary points a-d are shown in Table 3.3 and compared with
the corresponding values of isolated s-trans butadiene and styrene.
One finds that the transition state c has an almost fully conjugated
styrene path. In comparison with pure styrene, the difference in
orbital interaction energy between the double bond and the adja-
cent phenyl group is very small. The interaction energy between
the double bonds, on the other hand, is close to zero. The oppo-
site is true for d, where styrene conjugation is switched off, but the
interaction between the vinyl groups is nearly as high as in planar
s-trans butadiene. The minima a and b show orbital interactions
along both paths, but with a clear emphasis either on styrene- (a)
or on butadiene-conjugation (b).
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Table 3.4: Selected geometry parameters of D-A substituted DPB and its
anions (in Å or degrees). The geometries are equilibrium structures of a
B3LYP/6-311G** calculation.

C(1)-C(11) C(1)-C(5) C(1)-C(2) C(10)-N(21)
neutral 1.5096 1.4537 1.3778 1.3677
anion 1.4241 1.4837 1.4274 1.3990
dianion 1.3849 1.4884 1.4787 1.4377

δrquin φ θ
neutral 0.0375 108.4 156.4
anion 0.0193 151.5 133.3
dianion 0.0132 154.0 140.6

3.3.2 Donor-Acceptor Substituted DPB

Diederich and coworkers have synthesized and characterized an ex-
tensive series of donor-substituted tetracyanobutadienes, some of
which show strong intramolecular charge transfer despite the non-
planarity of the compounds.[95, 96] Some of these compounds also
show unusual redox properties (highly charged anions with very nar-
row reduction potential ranges). By D-A substitution of positions
3, 4, 13, 14, 21 and 22 in Figure 3.10 we obtain 2,3-bis(4-N,N -
dimethylaminophenyl)-1,1,4,4-tetracyanobutadiene (Figure 3.12).

In this compound, where the donors and acceptors are trough
conjugated, their interactions are strong enough to overturn the
structure. In Table 3.4 can be seen that the equilibrium structure
is very similar to transition structure c of the unsubstituted DPB.
This is not only visible from the dihedral angles but also from the
change in bond lengths (high quinoid character of the aromatic
rings along with shorter single bonds C(1)-C(5) and C(10)-N(21),
plus longer double bonds). Obviously this conjugation path is so
efficient, that the styrene fragment becomes almost planar (θ devi-
ates only 25◦ from planarity), despite the repulsive interaction of
the cyano groups with a proton of the neighbouring phenyl ring.
This confirms that the substituted DPB should be viewed as two
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Figure 3.12: The optimal Lewis structures of substituted DPB (neutral
and twofold charged anion) with the dominant conjugation paths.

isolated styrene moieties, i.e. an α,α-coupled bistyrene, rather than
a donor-substituted tetracyanobutadiene.

Comparing the structure of D-A substituted DPB with its an-
ions (Table 3.4) large changes in bond lengths and torsion angles are
revealed, as anticipated already by Diederich and coworkers based
on the examination of the oxidation wave shape.[96]

While the backbone of the neutral compound takes a struc-
ture similar to c, the anion and dianion resemble the structure
b with substantial butadiene conjugation. The shortening of the
C(1)-C(11) bond by as much as 0.12 Å suggests the formation of
a double bond between these two atoms. The optimal Lewis struc-
ture from NBO analysis is therefore different from the one of the
neutral compound as shown in Figure 3.12. The π system in the
uncharged species, which is divided into two vastly non-interacting
styrene units (Figure 3.12a), is changed upon reduction forming two
geminally linked acceptor-acceptor paths and an extended through
conjugation path that connects both phenyl rings via the newly
formed double bond (Figure 3.12b).

Most of the additional charge of the anions is located at C(2) and
C(12) as well as on the adjacent cyano groups. A minor amount of
additional charge is found on the dimethylamino groups, where the
nitrogen atom adopts an sp3 hybridization, with the group thereby
loosing most of its donor capability.
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In contrast to the neutral compound, which is best described as
an α,α-coupled bistyrene, the anions take a molecular and electronic
structure which represents a switch back to a substituted butadiene
structure. We would expect that the same result can be achieved
by means of optical excitation.

3.3.3 Conclusions

2,3-diphenylbutadiene and its D-A substituted derivative are bran-
ched π systems that are non-planar due to steric strain. The details
of their molecular structure is governed by electron delocalization
along the butadiene- and styrene-type conjugation paths. Conjuga-
tion along these two paths can be switched on and off by rotation
about the single bonds C(1)-C(11) and C(1)-C(5) measured by the
angles φ and θ.

In the unsubstituted compound, the structures a and b of the
two minima represent a compromise with one dominant conjugation
path. This can nicely be illustrated by means of the NBO analysis.
The saddle points c and d, on the other hand, represent structures
with one of the two conjugation paths switched on, and the other
one switched off.

Substituted DPB with its two through conjugated D-A paths,
shows a vastly different picture: there is only one minimum found,
which is best described as an α,α-coupled bistyrene. Apparently, the
loss of conjugation in the butadiene backbone is marginal compared
to the gain in D-A conjugation along the styrene system. Most inter-
estingly though, the anions take a strongly different molecular and
electronic structure. The negative charge is essentially located on
the butadiene backbone leading to one through conjugated donor-
donor path and two cross conjugated acceptor-acceptor paths. As a
consequence, the molecular structure undergoes much geometrical
change. This explains the potential of substituted DPB as a very
interesting compound also for electrochemical and photochemical
applications.
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Chapter 4

The Cooperative Effects

of Donor-Acceptor

Substitution on the

Molecular Properties of

Polyacetylene Oligomer

Chains

Donor-Acceptor (D-A) substitution is an important and widely used
technique in chemistry to functionalize molecules and tailor their
properties.[97] One can distinguish between σ and π donors and
acceptors. Both push or pull charge into or out of the respective
orbital system and alter this way the charge density of a molecule
and, indirectly, all related properties (dipole moment, polarizabili-
ties, structure).

As the two terminal hydrogen atoms in a polyacetylene (PA)
chain with n double bonds are replaced by substituents X and Y,
certain resonance structures as shown in Figure 4.1 may gain more
weight in the description of the electronic structure. The zwitteri-
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Figure 4.1: Scheme of a terminally substituted polyacetylene oligomer
chain and some ionic resonance structures.

onic resonance structure with charges on X and Y (bottom right of
Figure 4.1) becomes important, if X is a π electron donor and Y a
π electron acceptor. In this resonance structure all double and sin-
gle bonds are interchanged compared to the unpolarized structure.
According to this model, the electron delocalization will increase,
the more resonance structures contribute.

There exist donors and acceptors of different size, shape and
strength that could be chosen for X and Y. N,N -dimethylamino-
phenyl (DMA) and p-nitrophenyl are two typical examples of donors
and acceptors that are used in organic synthesis. In theory, these
substituents are often replaced by small functional groups with sim-
ilar donating properties such as -NH2 and -NO2 in order to save
computational cost.[68] Although the -NH2 substituent is in many
cases not coplanar with the σ plane of PA in the equilibrium struc-
ture, it is usually kept planar in the calculations to match DMA.
Comparison of real and model substituents showed that the effect
on the molecular properties is similar for both.[56, 15]

The chapter will start with an investigation of changes of the
molecular properties imposed by single substituents. The penetra-
tion depth is introduced as a measure of how deep these changes are
promoted into the backbone. Preliminary studies on this topic were
already reported in the thesis of Bruschi based on various NBO
protocols.[4] We refined his methodology to gain more detailed in-
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sight by investigation of structural parameters such as the bond
length alternation (BLA).

The chapter continues with the exploration of cooperative ef-
fects that will appear if two substituents are combined. A super-
position model will be introduced allowing to quantify the non-
additive contributions of bisubstitution. The chapter closes with a
glance at the correlation between molecular structure and optical
properties that are of fundamental interest in the design of new
materials.[11, 32, 98]

4.1 Penetration Depth

The donor or acceptor strength of a substituent can be estimated
by its impact on the molecular geometry. Strong π donors (such as
-NH2) or π acceptors (such as -NO2) will decrease the BLA of the
PA backbone as they increase the weight of ionic resonance struc-
tures with interchanged conjugation patterns (Figure 4.1). For weak
donors (-OH) and acceptors (-CN) this effect is less pronounced and
changes of the BLA are smaller.

The term penetration depth is borrowed from condensed matter
photochemistry, where it is a well defined quantity.[63] In our usage
it is a measure of how long the effect of a substituent on the struc-
ture is noticeable along a chain. Certainly this does not only depend
on the strength of substituent X, but also on its counter-substituent
Y. Moreover the chain length and chain type play a crucial role on
how strongly X and Y are conjugated.

For this reason it is not useful to define a specific penetration
depth for every substituent and chain type. Instead, the influence of
X on different structural parameters as a function of chain length,
type and counter-substituent Y needs to be accounted for.

4.1.1 Single Substituents

Figure 4.2 shows the influence of various substituents on the sin-
gle and double bond lengths in PA. In all cases single bonds are
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Figure 4.2: The influence of a terminal substituent on each bond length
of a PA oligomer of size n = 20 with both chain-endings substituted
likewise (a). The bond length difference (absolute values) relative to the
unsubstituted chain decreases exponentially when passing along the chain
towards the central bond (b).

shortened and double bonds are elongated compared to the unsub-
stituted PA reference.

The influence of a substituent drops in an exponential manner
when departing from the end towards the middle of the chain (Fig-
ure 4.2b). Although the changes in BLA are generally smaller for
the weak substituents, this exponential decrease stays the same for
strong and for weak substituents. Below ∼ 0.1mÅ the linearity of
the curves brakes down, since the charge in the chain introduced by
the substituents leads to small changes for every bond compared to
the unsubstituted chain.
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Figure 4.3: The influence of terminal D-D, A-A and D-A substitution on
the central bond length as a function of chain size n. The values are given
relative to an unsubstituted chain of the same length (absolute values).
The central bond is either a single bond for even n shown on the left, or
a double bond for odd n shown in the middle. On the right, the influence
of substitution on the BLA is given as the sum of the data from the other
two graphs.

4.1.2 Substituent Combinations

Figure 4.3 shows the effects of bisubstitution on the central bond at
various chain lengths n. The strong substituents (D=NH2, A=NO2)
have been chosen. Instead of inspecting each bond in a fixed length
chain (as in Figure 4.2), the focus here is put on the central bond
of a growing chain. When adding up the bond differences of central
single and double bonds to the BLA, the figure gains much clarity
and the threshold for meaningful values can be reduced to 10µÅ.

D-A substitution clearly has a stronger influence on the BLA
than D-D or A-A substitution. However, the impact of substitution
on the interior of the chain drops exponentially and equally fast for
all three substitution-types.

4.2 The Superposition Model

A basic problem when investigating π conjugation of D-A substi-
tuted systems is to estimate how much of the change in a given
property is actually caused by cooperative effects of D-A conjuga-
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tion rather than by the presence of the individual substituents.

To solve this problem we proposed a superposition model for
bisubstituted molecules.[98, 99] The idea behind the model is to
build a reference molecule with non-interacting substituents from
data of mono- and unsubstituted analogues. The properties of this
reference can then be compared to those of the bisubstituted sys-
tem. The model is closely related to the concept of isodesmic re-

actions that is applied, among many other, to analyze resonance
stabilization in benzene.[100, 101]

4.2.1 Definitions

Using the nomenclature of Figure 4.1, the superposition model gen-
erates a reference property fr for molecule X–R–Y by a linear com-
bination of f from three different molecules: X–R–H, H–R–Y and
H–R–H, where R denotes an arbitrary backbone fragment:

fr(X–R–Y) = f(X–R–H) + f(H–R–Y)− f(H–R–H)

fr can be considered as the property of an interaction-free system
and is therefore equal to the real value f , in the case of purely
additive contributions of X and Y. However, f will be different
from fr if cooperative effects are present in X–R–Y.

Due to its generality, the above equation works for any desired
property. The comparison to the real system X–R–Y however should
be made in different ways. For extensive properties such as the po-
larizabilities α, β and γ, the comparison of real and reference value
is made by building the ratio qf = f/fr. For intensive quantities
such as bond lengths or BLA, the difference εf = f − fr is inves-
tigated. The reason is that the dimensionless parameter q leads to
comparable values for polarizabilities independent from the magni-
tude of f . In the case of bond lengths however, changes are only
marginally different from each other which would lead to values of
q ≈ 1. By using the parameter ε, small differences of f and fr can
clearly be tracked.
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Table 4.1: Cooperative effects of bisubstitution on the average BLA 〈δr〉
measured by the parameter ε (in µÅ). The effects decrease, but stay sys-
tematic when elongating the chain from n = 15 to n = 20.

n = 15 n = 20
ε〈δr〉 -NH2 -OH -NO2 -CN -NH2 -OH -NO2 -CN
-NH2 426 220 -555 -425 139 78 -191 -165
-OH 113 -249 -197 42 -93 -78
-NO2 611 456 210 134
-CN 346 106

4.2.2 Cooperative Effects on Bond Lengths

A first application of the superposition model to bond lengths re-
vealed that ε depends only marginally on the position of the bond
in the chain.[99] This holds for single and double bonds likewise.
It is thus useful to investigate the parameter ε〈δr〉 that accounts
directly for the differences of the average BLA 〈δr〉 as defined in
Equation (2.2).

Table 4.1 shows ε〈δr〉 for two selected chain lengths and for all
possible combinations of the four substituents -NH2, -OH, -NO2

and -CN. The most important finding from this table is that the
superposition model reveals cooperative effects for all conjugation
types, be D-D, A-A or D-A conjugation. While ε〈δr〉 is negative
for D-A combinations, thus enhancing conjugation, it is positive
for D-D and A-A combinations, which means that conjugation is
damped compared to the non-interacting reference. In consequence,
the cooperative effect in D-A substituted molecules results in an
additional reduction of the BLA, whereas the opposite is observed
for D-D and A-A substitution.

It can further be seen from Table 4.1 that the damping and
enhancing effects are enlarged the stronger the substituents are.
The most favourable D-A combination NH2-NO2, e.g. is about 2.5
times larger than the combination of the weak substituents OH-
CN for both chain lengths. This factor remains almost constant for
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Figure 4.4: Dependence of εδr on the chain length n. These data are
obtained with -NH2 as donor and -NO2 as acceptor. On the right, the
absolute values |εδr| are shown in a logarithmic scale.

n = 15 and n = 20 again indicating that effects from weak and
strong substituents decrease equally fast.

From Figure 4.4 we see that ε for the central BLA δr drops
exponentially when the molecular chain is enlarged, as it was found
also in Figure 4.3. But in contrast to the findings there, the strength
of cooperative effects is equal for all three combinations D-D, A-A
and D-A. It is just the sign of ε that is different for D-A.

This means that the common perception, that D-D and A-A
conjugation is negligible in comparison to D-A conjugation, is not
quite true. In fact all types of conjugation are equally strong (Fig-
ure 4.4), but since the cooperative effects of D-D and A-A conjuga-
tion are of damping nature, in contrast to the enhancing nature of
D-A conjugation, they have an opposite influence on the structure
(as is visible in Figure 4.3).

4.2.3 Cooperative Effects on Polarizabilities

The application of the superposition model is particularly useful in
the context of polarizabilities. When a molecular chain is terminally
substituted, all the polarizabilities (α, β and γ) are enhanced.[98]
This is due to several facts: Firstly, a substituent can be considered
as an elongation of the conjugated chain, thus also increasing its
polarizability. Secondly, a substituent with a strong dipole moment
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Figure 4.5: Dependence of qα and qγ on the chain length n. On the right,
the deviation from q = 1 is plotted in a logarithmic fashion. The values
for α and γ are the longitudinal components obtained by a HF/6-31G*
response calculation. The longitudinal axis is defined as the vector con-
necting the centers of both terminal carbon-carbon double bonds.

will have a direct influence on the polarizability. Therefore only
an unknown fraction of the changes in polarizability is caused by
substituent interaction. The superposition model allows to account
only for these cooperative effects.

The conclusions drawn for the BLA apply to a large extent also
to polarizabilities and hyperpolarizabilities. Instead of parameter
ε, the dimensionless parameter q is more appropriate for extensive
quantities. Generally, q > 1 is found for D-A substitution, and
q < 1 for D-D or A-A substitution, no matter whether α, β or γ is
investigated.[98]

Figure 4.5 shows that q for the polarizabilities is similar to
εδr of the BLA. The non-monotonic behaviour of α and especially
γ for small n is due to the usage of a basis set without diffuse
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functions.[52] At sufficient chain size however, α as well as γ ap-
proach q = 1 in the same exponential manner observed also for
the BLA. Although qγ deviates initially more from 1 than qα, both
properties converge equally fast for all substitution patterns.

Once more the superposition model shows that polarizabilities
of D-A conjugated systems are enhanced and D-D or A-A conju-
gated systems are damped. The strength of these enhancing and
damping effects is again of the same magnitude.

From the superposition model applied to both, polarizabilities
and BLA, it is apparent that cooperative effects from the conjuga-
tion of two substituents X and Y can be traced to a chain length of
about 30, which corresponds to a remarkable X-Y distance of 75 Å.

4.3 Correlation among Molecular Properties

So far we analyzed specific properties of substituted PA chains and
applied the superposition model to investigate cooperative effects
in bisubstituted molecules on these properties. In a final effort we
shall also illustrate the correlation among these properties.

To that end a chain of length n = 13, substituted with all possi-
ble combinations of the five substituents -NH2, -OH, -NO2, -CN and
-H, is taken as a reference. The chain length is chosen sufficiently
long that the central region is free from disturbing terminal effects,
but short enough to have reasonable substituent interactions. The
properties investigated are the average BLA 〈δr〉, the central BLA
δr and the optical properties α, β and γ.

Table 4.2 reveals significant correlation between all the prop-
erties under consideration. R is negative for the correlation of the
BLA with polarizabilities, supporting the idea of a reduced BLA
enhancing polarizabilities.[11] Among the optical properties, a pos-
itive correlation is found. Overall, the strongest correlation is ob-
served for the central BLA with the NLO properties |β| and γ.
This indeed shows that the BLA, as a commonly used descriptor
for electron delocalization, is also a determining factor for the po-
larizability.
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Table 4.2: Correlation coefficient R among the 15 possible combinations
of five different substituents for X and Y at chain length n = 13. For the
first hyperpolarizability β only the absolute value was considered.

R δr α |β| γ
〈δr〉 0.859 -0.850 -0.710 -0.879
δr -0.750 -0.932 -0.960
α 0.601 0.887
|β| 0.857
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Chapter 5

On a Perturbative

Expansion of the Hückel

Model to Calculate

Polarizabilities of Large

Conjugated Molecules

HMO theory was already successfully used to describe fundamen-
tal aspects of cross and through conjugation.[102] With an exten-
sion of the Hückel model, it shall also become possible to calculate
molecular properties such as the polarizability α and the second
hyperpolarizability γ.

The introduction of atomic coordinates ~xi as well as other the-
oretical considerations for the calculation of Hückel polarizabilities
are the topic of the first part of this chapter. It is followed by the
more practical issue of the algorithmic implementation of the equa-
tions derived, concerning also the performance of different code im-
plementations for the evaluation of γ in very large systems. In the
final section, the Hückel polarizability program is applied to study
the polarizability and the second hyperpolarizability of oligomer
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Figure 5.1: The hexagonal grid applied to obtain x and y coordinates
for the carbon atoms. Distances are given in terms of the standard C-C
distance r.

chains with alternating bond strengths.

There are also two appendices that belong to this chapter: Ap-
pendix A derives the sum over states-equations needed for the eval-
uation of molecular properties. In Appendix B the source code of
the Hückel polarizability program is presented.

5.1 Theoretical Background

5.1.1 Obtaining Atomic Coordinates

Since the potential energy arising from an external electric field in-
troduces a positional dependence of the Hückel Hamiltonian H(~x),
we have to provide coordinates for every carbon atom in addition to
the standard energy parameters α and β discussed in Section 2.1.
In principle, one could use experimental or equilibrium structures
from other methods, but this poses the question which one to take
and why. Instead we use a molecular structure that is parametrized
by means of prototypical bond lengths such as carbon-carbon single
and double bonds.

As for the energy parameter β, we can assume a single param-
eter r as the standard distance between adjacent carbon atoms.
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Coordinates are then obtained, when mapping the molecular con-
nectivity to a hexagonal grid. Figure 5.1 shows such a grid with
several prototypical molecules mapped to it. The z coordinates can
be neglected, as all molecules under consideration are planar. Hav-
ing defined the set of atomic coordinates {xi, yi}, we are now able
to derive equations for the molecular properties.

5.1.2 Expressions for Polarizabilities

Treating the external field as a perturbation potential V to the
Hückel Hamiltonian, the following sum over states-expressions for
µ, α, β and γ can be obtained:

µ = −2
occ.
∑

n

〈n|V |n〉 (5.1)

α = 4
occ.
∑

n

vir.
∑

k

〈n|V |k〉〈k|V |n〉
εk − εn

(5.2)

β = 12
occ.
∑

n

occ.
∑

k

vir.
∑

l

〈n|V |k〉〈k|V |l〉〈l|V |n〉
(εl − εn) (εl − εk)

−

12
occ.
∑

n

vir.
∑

k

vir.
∑

l

〈n|V |k〉〈k|V |l〉〈l|V |n〉
(εk − εn) (εl − εn)

(5.3)

γ = 48
occ.
∑

n

occ.
∑

k

occ.
∑

l

vir.
∑

m

〈n|V |k〉〈k|V |l〉〈l|V |m〉〈m|V |n〉
(εm − εn) (εm − εk) (εm − εl)

+

24
occ.
∑

n

occ.
∑

k

vir.
∑

l

vir.
∑

m

εn + εk − εl − εm
(εl − εn) (εl − εk) (εm − εn) (εm − εk)

×
(

〈n|V |k〉〈k|V |l〉〈l|V |m〉〈m|V |n〉+
〈n|V |l〉〈l|V |k〉〈k|V |m〉〈m|V |n〉+
〈n|V |m〉〈m|V |l〉〈l|V |k〉〈k|V |n〉

)

+

48
occ.
∑

n

vir.
∑

k

vir.
∑

l

vir.
∑

m

〈n|V |k〉〈k|V |l〉〈l|V |m〉〈m|V |n〉
(εk − εn) (εl − εn) (εm − εn)

(5.4)
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where 〈n|V |k〉 is the transition matrix element of HMOs n and k,
and εn is the HMO energy. (A detailed derivation of these equations
is given in Appendix A.)

5.1.3 Defining the Perturbation Operator

The perturbation operator V in the case of a static homogeneous
electric field corresponds to the position operator x, if we assume
that the field is oriented along the longitudinal x-direction. We
proceed then by deriving the matrix elements of the perturbation
matrix X in the atomic basis

〈ϕi|x|ϕj〉 =
∫ ∞

−∞
xϕ∗

i (~x)ϕj(~x)d~x = δij

∫ ∞

−∞
x|ϕi(~x)|2d~x.

The last equality holds, if we assume, as it is generally done in HMO
theory, that orbitals i and j have zero overlap at any point in space
unless i = j.

To obtain the diagonal elements of X, we rewrite atomic orbital
ϕi(~x) without loss of generality as an orbital ϕ0(~x− ~xi) of the same
shape but located at the origin and shifted by the vector ~xi to
the coordinates of atom i. For ~x = ~x′ + ~xi and substitution of the
integrand we obtain

〈ϕi|x|ϕi〉 =

∫ ∞

−∞
x|ϕi(~x)|2d~x

=

∫ ∞

−∞
x|ϕ0(~x− ~xi)|2d~x

=

∫ ∞

−∞
(x′ + xi)|ϕ0(~x′)|2d~x′

=

∫ ∞

−∞
x′|ϕ0(~x′)|2d~x′ + xi.

The remaining integral equals zero, if we assume that for ϕ0 the
center of charge is located exactly at the origin. Thus we end up
with a simple expression for X as a diagonal matrix containing all
x-coordinates of the carbon atoms.
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In the same manner as in Equation (2.1) we can transform the
perturbation matrix X into the HMO basis

〈n|V |k〉 = 〈ψn|x|ψk〉
=

∑

i,j

c∗nickj〈ϕi|x|ϕj〉

= cTnXck

and thus obtain our final expression

V = CTXC. (5.5)

5.1.4 Units of Polarizabilities

The physical dimension of the perturbation operator V is that
of an energy divided by an electric field strength (see also defi-
nition (2.4)). Its magnitude is proportional to the standard C-C
distance r. Likewise, the HMO energies εi depend on the Hückel
energy parameter β. With these two proportionalities we obtain
the scaling of the polarizabilities upon a change of parameters β
and r:

µ ∝ r α ∝ r2

β
β ∝ r3

β2
γ ∝ r4

β3

Note that we intermingled here β as a symbol for the first hyper-
polarizability and for the Hückel energy parameter. To prevent con-
fusions, we will present all polarizabilities as dimensionless numbers
for the rest of the chapter. From these numbers, the corresponding
atomic units can be obtained at any time, if numerical values for
parameters r and β are chosen and the above proportionalities are
applied.

5.2 Algorithmic Implementation

The computational cost for the evaluation of molecular properties
by the sum over states-method scale with O(Nk), where N is the
number of electrons and k the order of the perturbation theory
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Table 5.1: Time spent in several subroutines of the program when cal-
culating the molecular properties of a PA chain consisting of 500 double
bonds. This corresponds to a 1000× 1000 matrix for H.

Task Subroutine CPU time (seconds)
Diagonalization of H LAPACK 0.67

Evaluation of µ E1() 0.00
Evaluation of α E2xx() 2.85
Evaluation of β E3xxx() 22.00
Evaluation of γ E4() 10’023.30

” E4fast() 1’339.81
” E4fastest() 225.93

applied. (Since occupied and virtual spaces have the same size in
HMO theory, N may equivalently be interpreted as the number of
orbitals.) Especially the evaluation of γ for large systems is time-
consuming as it scales with O(N4). Table 5.1 gives an example for
the computational cost of different subroutines implemented in the
Hückel polarizability program of Appendix B.

If Equation (5.4) is implemented in a straightforward manner,
as is done in subroutine E4(), calculations of γ quickly become
unfeasible when treating matrices of large dimensions.

A speedup of a factor ∼ 8 is obtained using the following two
changes implemented in subroutine E4fast():

- As many evaluations of product operations as possible are
done outside of the inner loops. To that end, (5.4) is reformu-
lated to obtain Equation (A.15) of the appendix.

- All inverse energy differences of the type (εi − εj)
−1 are pre-

computed and stored in the lower triangle of the symmetric
matrix V. With this, all division operations are replaced by
products and γ can solely be evaluated in terms of V.

Since hitherto no approximations were made, the outcome of
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subroutines E4() and E4fast() for γ is identical. Introducing them
in subroutine E4fastest(), the computational cost can further be
reduced. Here, sums are only evaluated if the matrix element Vij
is above a given threshold, otherwise all corresponding inner loops
are neglected. Depending on this threshold, a speedup factor of five
can be achieved without significant loss of accuracy.

5.3 Applications

The Hückel polarizability program is utilized to study the impact of
π conjugation on the longitudinal polarizabilities of polyacetylenic
chains. Due to the generality of the Hückel method, the conclu-
sions of this section will also apply to other conjugated systems
such as polyyne or linear chains of hydrogen molecules. Particu-
larly the latter is a widely used model to investigate conjugation
phenomena.[50, 71]

Referring to Figure 5.1 we can set up a polyacetylene chain
using a distance of ∆x =

√
3/2 · r between adjacent carbon atoms.

If only longitudinal values of the polarizabilities are investigated,
the coordinates in the y direction do not need to be considered.

5.3.1 Bond Strength Alternation

Because of the application of a unique bond distance r, the BLA in
the molecule is zero. To distinguish between bond types, different
bond strengths β for single and double bonds are used instead. In
order to have a constant average β, values for single and double
bonds are restricted to the condition βS + βD = 2β. With this
normalization it is possible to define a dimensionless quantity as

δβ =
βD − βS
βD + βS

that contains all relevant information about the bond strength. In
analogy to the BLA, we will call δβ the bond strength alternation

(BSA).
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Figure 5.2: Dependence of the polarizability on system size and BSA. The
scaling behaviour for increasing chain lengths n for selected values of δβ
(a). The polarizability α as a function of δβ for fixed chain lengths n (b).

In principle, the BSA can take any value. In practice however, a
|δβ| greater than one is physically not meaningful, as it would lead
to repulsive fragments caused by a positive β. The cases δβ = 1 and
δβ = 0 correspond to a completely localized or completely delocal-
ized electronic structure, respectively. There is also the possibility
to have a negative BSA with formal single bonds stronger than
formal double bonds. The extreme case of δβ = −1 leads to zero
bond strength for double bonds and thus to two completely isolated
atoms at the chain termini.

The BSA is also closely related to another parameter defined
in the literature: the bond order alternation (BOA).[32] The two
quantities solely differ in the fact that the BOA is derived from
the density matrix and the BSA from the Hamiltonian. Since the
Hamiltonian consists of only two values for β, we have a constant
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BSA in the entire molecule. Using the BOA, different bond orders
are obtained for every bond. Therefore the BSA is the preferred
quantity to work with in our context.

5.3.2 Hückel Polarizability

Figure 5.2 shows the influence of the BSA on the polarizability α.
In Figure 5.2a, we observe a linear increase of α upon chain length
extension for δβ = 1. Since this completely localized state has zero
single bond strength βS, the linearity simply originates from the
fact that ethylene polarizabilities are summed up.

In contrast, the polarizability of the completely delocalized state
of δβ = 0 increases with the third power of the chain size. Inter-
mediate values for δβ show enhanced scaling at small chain length,
but finally adopt linear scaling for extended chains.

The cubic scaling observed at a BSA of zero can be derived
considering the infinite chain limits of Equation (5.2).[28, 33] At
this stage the system becomes metallic and the polarizability tends
to rapidly approach infinity for δβ < 0. For δβ = −1, α is infinite at
any chain size, since now even ethylene has two degenerate orbitals
that lead to a singularity in Equation (5.2).

The same observation for negative BSA is also visible in Fig-
ure 5.2b. It can be seen that a reduction of δβ inevitably leads to
a larger polarizability. Therefore we find maximum values at zero
BSA, if the focus is solely put on the region 0 ≤ δβ ≤ 1.

Figure 5.3a shows the evolution of the scaling exponent bα for
different BSA. As already mentioned, α shows linear scaling for
δβ = 1, and approaches cubic scaling for δβ = 0. The smaller the
values of δβ, the more bα aligns to the cubic curve initially. At large
chain length however, all scaling exponents eventually drop towards
one. The extent of this decrease is expressed by the parameter ξα
defined in Section 2.4.3.

Figure 5.3b shows values of ξα obtained at different BSA. For the
two extreme cases of completely localized or delocalized electronic
structures, ξα has to be zero or infinity, since bα does not drop at
all for δβ = 1 and δβ = 0. As noticed in Section 2.4.3, the shape of
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Figure 5.3: Derived scaling properties of α upon modulation of the BSA.
The scaling exponent bα as a function of the chain length n for selected
values of δβ (a). The parameter ξα for chain lengths n = 2, n = 16
and n = 128 (dashed), as well as for the infinite chain (bold) (b). Both
parameters are defined in Section 2.4.3.

ξα(δβ) is nearly independent from the chain size. Already at chain
length n = 16, the graphs of ξα coincides with the graph obtained at
infinite chain length, unless very small values of δβ are considered.
For n = 128 both curves are nearly identical. This renders ξ a
valuable parameter for the extrapolation of polarizabilities in the
context of more sophisticated quantum chemical methods, where
only calculations for small oligomers are affordable.

5.3.3 Hückel Second Hyperpolarizability

Figure 5.4a shows Hückel values for γ as a function of the BSA. At
any chain length, the evolution of the second hyperpolarizability is
similar: starting with a negative sign at δβ = 1, γ increases until it
reaches positive values in the region 0 ≤ δβ < 0.76. It is negative
again at δβ < 0. Thus a maximum value of γmax is found at a
characteristic BSA greater than zero. Figure 5.4b shows that this
δβmax, at which γmax is reached, is characteristic for every chain
length. An inverse proportionality between δβmax and the chain
length n is revealed in Figure 5.5a. A hyperbolic least square fit to
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the data reveals a relation of

δβmax =
1

4n
.

A closer look at the scaling of γ with chain length is presented in
Figure 5.5b for characteristic values of δβ. For a completely local-
ized system δβ = 1, a linear scaling is observed for γ, in analogy to
the polarizability α. At zero BSA, γ scales with the fifth power of n,
compared to the cubic scaling in the case of α. Finally considering
the scaling of γmax, an even more favourable chain size dependence
is found. A power-law fit to the values of γ obtained at δβmax yields
a constant scaling exponent of as much as 6.85.

5.3.4 Concluding Remarks

By means of Hückel theory, we were able to describe and character-
ize the relationship between the polarizabilities and electron delo-
calization. A straightforward definition of a bond strength alterna-
tion serves as a tunable parameter to distinguish between localized
or delocalized electronic structures.

Whereas the polarizability is found to always increase when the
BSA is decreased, the second hyperpolarizability shows maximum
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values for γ at a characteristic BSA inversely proportional to the
chain length. At this position, γmax scales with almost the seventh
power of the system size.



Chapter 6

Outlook

The present thesis highlights important aspects of electron delocal-
ization and its effect on molecular properties of various oligomers.
We were able to make significant contributions to the understand-
ing of π conjugation. Still, there are several issues that need further
consideration or could be investigated in greater detail.

From a technical point of view, the evaluation of the second hy-
perpolarizability remains a major challenge for quantum chemistry.
Despite all the new functionals proposed over the past decade, DFT
still has an issue with the prediction of accurate second hyperpolar-
izabilities in extended oligomer chains. But also the importance of
electron correlation in wave function methods is not fully clarified
for this quantity.

An extension of the array of properties influenced by electron
delocalization would lead to new insight, when e.g. magnetic prop-
erties such as the 13C NMR chemical shift of conjugated systems
were correlated to the BLA, BSA and similar quantities. Also the
first hyperpolarizability, often neglected as most of the oligomers
considered in the present thesis have no dipole moment, may be
investigated more thoroughly.

With regard to donor-acceptor substituted systems, an exten-
sion of the study to backbones other than those investigated in
Chapter 4 would lead to greater insight concerning cooperative ef-
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fects and penetration depth of substituents in different chain types.
The impact of lateral substituents will also need to be explored.
However, a combinatorial amount of structures is generated even
for one single backbone. Statistical analysis will be important to
reveal structure-property relationships from these data. Especially
in the context of cross conjugated systems, the presence of several
substituents and their linkage via different competing conjugation
paths opens a wide field of research with possible applications also
in material science.

As a final thought, one realization of a potential application is
sketched. Figure 6.1 shows an arrangement for a molecular switch. A
through conjugated chain is intercepted by two cross-linked carbon
atoms. Depending on X and Y, processes such as photoexcitation,
electrochemical reduction or protonation can trigger the molecule
to switch to a charge separated, ionic or diradical state, respectively.
This opens an all-trans π conjugation path with completely different
properties.

n

X

Y
n

n

X+

Y-
n

hν

Figure 6.1: Sketch of a possible molecular switch.



Appendix A

Derivation of the Sum

Over States-Expressions

for the Polarizabilities

In the following, the sum over states (SOS) expressions employed
in Chapter 5 are derived using Rayleigh-Schrödinger perturbation
theory. For the evaluation of the second hyperpolarizability γ, we
need to consider energy corrections up to fourth order.

A.1 General SOS Expressions

The equations of this section can also be found in the literature.[103,
77, 32, 104] However, to introduce the notation and for the discus-
sion in Section A.2, their derivation is presented here.

Applying a Perturbation

A small perturbation λV acts on a given system described by H0

with known eigenvalues En
0 and eigenstates |n0〉. In the case of

polarizabilities, V is the position operator ~r and λ is the electric
field strength F .
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We assume that n is enumerable and all |n0〉 are real. The
unknown energy En and eigenstates |n〉 of the perturbed system
(H = H0 + λV ) can then be expressed in powers of λ:

En = En
0 + λEn

1 + λ2En
2 + λ3En

3 + λ4En
4 + . . . =

∑

i=0

λiEn
i

|n〉 = |n0〉+ λ|n1〉+ λ2|n2〉+ λ3|n3〉+ λ4|n4〉+ . . . =
∑

i=0

λi|ni〉

with the subscripts denoting the order of the correction and the
superscript of E denoting the state from which the energy is derived.
Expressing the Schrödinger equation for the perturbed system in
terms of these Taylor-expansions, we obtain

H|n〉 = En|n〉

(H0 + λV )
∑

i=0

λi|ni〉 =

(

∑

i=0

λiEn
i

)

·
(

∑

i=0

λi|ni〉
)

.

Grouped in orders of λ, we end up with a set of equations:

H0|n0〉 = En
0 |n0〉

H0|n1〉+ V |n0〉 = En
0 |n1〉+ En

1 |n0〉
H0|n2〉+ V |n1〉 = En

0 |n2〉+ En
1 |n1〉+ En

2 |n0〉
H0|n3〉+ V |n2〉 = En

0 |n3〉+ En
1 |n2〉+ En

2 |n1〉+En
3 |n0〉

H0|n4〉+ V |n3〉 = En
0 |n4〉+ En

1 |n3〉+ En
2 |n2〉+En

3 |n1〉+En
4 |n0〉

or, in more general terms,

H0|na〉+ V |na−1〉 =
a
∑

i=0

En
i |na−i〉. (A.1)

Normalization

Since the Hamiltonian is symmetric, its eigenstates are orthogonal
to each other:

〈k|n〉 = δkn
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Inserting the Taylor-expansions of states |n〉 and |k〉 into this nor-
malization condition, one obtains

〈k|n〉 =
(

∑

i=0

λi〈ki|
)(

∑

i=0

λi|ni〉
)

= δkn

〈k0|n0〉+ λ (〈k0|n1〉+ 〈k1|n0〉) + λ2(. . .) = δkn

λ (〈k0|n1〉+ 〈k1|n0〉) + λ2(. . .) + λ3(. . .) = 0,

since also the unperturbed eigenstates are orthonormal. With λ
chosen arbitrarily, every power of λ must be zero. It hold thus

〈k0|n1〉+ 〈k1|n0〉 = 0

〈k0|n2〉+ 〈k1|n1〉+ 〈k2|n0〉 = 0

〈k0|n3〉+ 〈k1|n2〉+ 〈k2|n1〉+ 〈k3|n0〉 = 0

and for the special case k = n

〈n0|n1〉 = 0 (A.2)

〈n0|n2〉 = −1

2
〈n1|n1〉 (A.3)

〈n0|n3〉 = −〈n1|n2〉. (A.4)

Derivation of Energy Corrections

By projection of Equation (A.1) onto 〈n0|, one obtains

H0|na〉+ V |na−1〉 =
a
∑

i=0

En
i |na−i〉

〈n0|H0|na〉+ 〈n0|V |na−1〉 =
a
∑

i=0

En
i 〈n0|na−i〉

En
0 〈n0|na〉+ 〈n0|V |na−1〉 =

a−1
∑

i=0

En
i 〈n0|na−i〉+ En

a 〈n0|n0〉

〈n0|V |na−1〉 =
a−1
∑

i=1

En
i 〈n0|na−i〉+ En

a .
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The energy correction to ath order can be evaluated by knowledge
of the states only to a− 1th order:

En
a = 〈n0|V |na−1〉 −

a−1
∑

i=1

En
i 〈n0|na−i〉 (A.5)

Derivation of State Corrections

In order to derive the perturbed states, it is necessary to know all
elements 〈k0|na〉. They are obtained by projecting (A.1) onto 〈k0|

〈k0|H0|na〉+ 〈k0|V |na−1〉 =
a
∑

i=0

En
i 〈k0|na−i〉

Ek
0 〈k0|na〉+ 〈k0|V |na−1〉 = En

0 〈k0|na〉+
a
∑

i=1

En
i 〈k0|na−i〉

〈k0|na〉 =
〈k0|V |na−1〉 −

∑a
i=1E

n
i 〈k0|na−i〉

En
0 − Ek

0

which holds for all states k 6= n. Since a singularity would appear
in the case k = n, this evaluation is done via the normalization
expressions (A.2-A.4).

The perturbed states |na〉 can be obtained using a resolution of

the identity

|na〉 =
∑

k

|k0〉〈k0|na〉

= |n0〉〈n0|na〉+
∑

k 6=n

|k0〉
〈k0|V |na−1〉 −

a−1
∑

i=1
En

i 〈k0|na−i〉

En
0 − Ek

0

. (A.6)

where k is a running number over all orbitals. Note that the term
En

a 〈k0|n0〉 was removed since it is always zero in off-diagonal ele-
ments. Thus for knowledge of |na〉 it is not necessary to evaluate
En

a .
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First Order Perturbation

For a = 1 and using Equations (A.5) and (A.6), one obtains

En
1 = 〈n0|V |n0〉 (A.7)

|n1〉 = |n0〉〈n0|n1〉+
∑

k 6=n

〈k0|V |n0〉
En

0 − Ek
0

|k0〉

=
∑

k 6=n

〈k0|V |n0〉
En

0 − Ek
0

|k0〉, (A.8)

The matrix elements related to |n1〉 are then

〈k0|n1〉 = −〈k1|n0〉 =
〈k0|V |n0〉
En

0 − Ek
0

(1− δkn)

〈k1|n1〉 =





∑

l 6=k

〈l0|V |k0〉
Ek

0 − El
0

∗

〈l0|


 ·




∑

l 6=n

〈l0|V |n0〉
En

0 − El
0

|l0〉




=
∑

l 6={k,n}

〈k0|V |l0〉〈l0|V |n0〉
(

Ek
0 −El

0

) (

En
0 − El

0

)

with special case

〈n1|n1〉 =
∑

k 6=n

〈n0|V |k0〉〈k0|V |n0〉
(

En
0 − Ek

0

)2 =
∑

k 6=n

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

〈k0|V |n0〉
En

0 − Ek
0

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

2

. (A.9)

Second Order Perturbation

For a = 2 using (A.5) and (A.8) one obtains the second order energy
correction as

En
2 = 〈n0|V |n1〉 =

∑

k 6=n

〈n0|V |k0〉〈k0|V |n0〉
En

0 − Ek
0

=
∑

k 6=n

|〈k0|V |n0〉|2
En

0 − Ek
0

. (A.10)
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With (A.6) and inserting relations (A.3), (A.8) and (A.9), the sec-
ond order correction to the states is obtained as

|n2〉 = |n0〉〈n0|n2〉+
∑

k 6=n

〈k0|V |n1〉 − En
1 〈k0|n1〉

En
0 − Ek

0

|k0〉 (A.11)

=
∑

k 6=n

〈k0|V |n1〉
En

0 − Ek
0

|k0〉 −
∑

k 6=n

En
1 〈k0|n1〉
En

0 − Ek
0

|k0〉 −
1

2
|n0〉〈n1|n1〉

=
∑

k 6=n

∑

l 6=n

〈k0|V |l0〉〈l0|V |n0〉
(

En
0 − Ek

0

) (

En
0 − El

0

) |k0〉

−
∑

k 6=n

〈n0|V |n0〉〈k0|V |n0〉
(

En
0 − Ek

0

)2 |k0〉 −
1

2
|n0〉

∑

k 6=n

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

〈k0|V |n0〉
En

0 − Ek
0

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

2

.

Third Order Perturbation

Insertion of (A.11) into the third order energy term let vanish all
|n2〉 terms and yields

En
3 = 〈n0|V |n2〉 − En

1 〈n0|n2〉 − En
2 〈n0|n1〉

= 〈n0|V |n2〉 − En
1 〈n0|n2〉

= 〈n0|V |n0〉〈n0|n2〉 − 〈n0|V |n0〉〈n0|n2〉

+
∑

k 6=n

〈n0|V |k0〉 (〈k0|V |n1〉 − 〈n0|V |n0〉〈k0|n1〉)
En

0 − Ek
0

=
∑

k 6=n

∑

l 6=n

〈n0|V |k0〉〈k0|V |l0〉〈l0|V |n0〉
(

En
0 − Ek

0

) (

En
0 − El

0

)

−〈n0|V |n0〉
∑

k 6=n

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

〈k0|V |n0〉
En

0 − Ek
0

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

2

. (A.12)

With the knowledge of

〈k0|n2〉 =
∑

l 6=n

〈k0|V |l0〉〈l0|V |n0〉
(

En
0 − Ek

0

) (

En
0 − El

0

) − 〈n0|V |n0〉〈k0|V |n0〉
(

En
0 − Ek

0

)2

=
∑

l 6={k,n}

〈k0|V |l0〉〈l0|V |n0〉
(

En
0 − Ek

0

) (

En
0 − El

0

) −

(

En
1 − Ek

1

)

〈k0|V |n0〉
(

En
0 − Ek

0

)2
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for all k 6= n and

〈n0|n3〉 = −〈n1|n2〉 = −
∑

k 6=n

〈n1|k0〉〈k0|n2〉 − 〈n1|n0〉〈n0|n2〉

=
∑

k 6=n

〈n0|k1〉〈k0|n2〉

=
∑

k 6=n

〈n0|V |k0〉
Ek

0 − En
0

·
(

∑

l 6=n

〈k0|V |l0〉〈l0|V |n0〉
(

En
0 − Ek

0

) (

En
0 − El

0

)

−〈n0|V |n0〉〈k0|V |n0〉
(

En
0 − Ek

0

)2

)

=
∑

k 6=n

〈n0|V |n0〉 |〈k0|V |n0〉|2
(

En
0 − Ek

0

)3

−
∑

k 6=n

∑

l 6=n

〈n0|V |k0〉〈k0|V |l0〉〈l0|V |n0〉
(

En
0 − Ek

0

)2 (
En

0 − El
0

)

it is possible to derive the third order correction to the states:

|n3〉 = |n0〉〈n0|n3〉+
∑

k 6=n

〈k0|V |n2〉 − En
1 〈k0|n2〉 − En

2 〈k0|n1〉
En

0 − Ek
0

|k0〉

=

[

∑

k 6=n

〈n0|V |n0〉 |〈k0|V |n0〉|2
(

En
0 − Ek

0

)3

−
∑

k 6=n

∑

l 6=n

〈n0|V |k0〉〈k0|V |l0〉〈l0|V |n0〉
(

En
0 − Ek

0

)2 (
En

0 − El
0

)

]

|n0〉

+
∑

k 6=n

[

∑

l 6=n

∑

m6=n

〈k0|V |l0〉〈l0|V |m0〉〈m0|V |n0〉
(

En
0 − Ek

0

) (

En
0 − El

0

)

(En
0 − Em

0 )

−
∑

l 6=n

〈k0|V |l0〉〈n0|V |n0〉〈l0|V |n0〉
(

En
0 − Ek

0

) (

En
0 − El

0

)2

−En
1

∑

l 6=n

〈k0|V |l0〉〈l0|V |n0〉
(

En
0 − Ek

0

)2 (
En

0 − El
0

)

+En
1

〈n0|V |n0〉〈k0|V |n0〉
(

En
0 − Ek

0

)3 − En
2

〈k0|V |n0〉
(

En
0 − Ek

0

)2

]

|k0〉 (A.13)
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Fourth Order Energy Correction

With (A.5) for a = 4 and insertion of (A.13) we can cancel terms
〈n0|n3〉 and group terms by energy orders:

En
4 = 〈n0|V |n3〉 − En

1 〈n0|n3〉 − En
2 〈n0|n2〉

=
∑

k 6=n

〈k0|V |n2〉 − En
1 〈k0|n2〉 − En

2 〈k0|n1〉
En

0 − Ek
0

〈n0|V |k0〉

+
1

2
En

2

∑

k 6=n

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

〈k0|V |n0〉
En

0 −Ek
0

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

2

=
∑

k 6=n

[

∑

l 6=n

∑

m6=n

〈n0|V |k0〉〈k0|V |l0〉〈l0|V |m0〉〈m0|V |n0〉
(

En
0 − Ek

0

) (

En
0 − El

0

)

(En
0 − Em

0 )

−En
1

∑

l 6=n

〈n0|V |k0〉〈k0|V |l0〉〈l0|V |n0〉
(

En
0 − Ek

0

) (

En
0 − El

0

)2

−1

2

∑

l 6=n

|〈k0|V |n0〉|2 |〈l0|V |n0〉|2
(

En
0 − Ek

0

) (

En
0 − El

0

)2

−En
1





∑

l 6=n

〈n0|V |k0〉〈k0|V |l0〉〈l0|V |n0〉
(

En
0 − Ek

0

)2 (
En

0 − El
0

)

−En
1

|〈k0|V |n0〉|2
(

En
0 − Ek

0

)3





−En
2

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

〈k0|V |n0〉
En

0 − Ek
0

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

2

+
1

2
En

2

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

〈k0|V |n0〉
En

0 − Ek
0

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

2 ]

=
∑

k 6=n

[

∑

l 6=n

∑

m6=n

〈n0|V |k0〉〈k0|V |l0〉〈l0|V |m0〉〈m0|V |n0〉
(

En
0 − Ek

0

) (

En
0 − El

0

)

(En
0 − Em

0 )

−En
1

∑

l 6=n

(

2En
0 − Ek

0 − El
0

)

〈n0|V |k0〉〈k0|V |l0〉〈l0|V |n0〉
(

En
0 − Ek

0

)2 (
En

0 −El
0

)2

+En
1
2 |〈k0|V |n0〉|2
(

En
0 − Ek

0

)3 − En
2

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

〈k0|V |n0〉
En

0 − Ek
0

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

2 (
1

2
+ 1− 1

2

)

]

=
∑

k 6=n

∑

l 6=n

∑

m6=n

〈n0|V |k0〉〈k0|V |l0〉〈l0|V |m0〉〈m0|V |n0〉
(

En
0 − Ek

0

) (

En
0 − El

0

)

(En
0 − Em

0 )
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−
∑

k 6=n

∑

l 6=n

〈n0|V |n0〉〈n0|V |l0〉〈l0|V |k0〉〈k0|V |n0〉
(

En
0 − Ek

0

)2 (
En

0 − El
0

)

−
∑

k 6=n

∑

l 6=n

〈n0|V |n0〉〈n0|V |k0〉〈k0|V |l0〉〈l0|V |n0〉
(

En
0 − Ek

0

)2 (
En

0 − El
0

)

−
∑

k 6=n

∑

l 6=n

〈n0|V |k0〉〈k0|V |n0〉〈n0|V |l0〉〈l0|V |n0〉
(

En
0 − Ek

0

)2 (
En

0 − El
0

)

+
∑

k 6=n

〈n0|V |n0〉2 |〈k0|V |n0〉|2
(

En
0 − Ek

0

)3 (A.14)

A.2 Single Determinant Methods

Up to now the equations are generally applicable to any kind of
system and perturbation represented by H0 and V . If the system is
described by a single Slater determinant, and V is assumed to be a
sum of one-particle operators V = v1+ v2+ . . .+ vN , the equations
from the previous section can be processed further.

Dipole Moment

A term like 〈n0|V |k0〉 is a transition moment of type 〈Ψa|V |Ψb〉
of two electronic states a and b and operator V . For a single de-
terminant method and a one-particle operator these terms can be
expressed by means of orbital transition moments, when applying

〈Ψa|V |Ψb〉 =















2
occ.
∑

i
〈i|v|i〉 if Ψa = Ψb

2 〈i|v|j〉 if Ψa and Ψb differ in one orbital
0 else

for a closed-shell state.[34] The factor 2 stems from the fact that
spatial orbitals are used instead of spin-orbitals.

It is advantageous to operate with orbitals instead of states,
as the number of orbitals in many-particle systems is much smaller
than the number of states. To obtain the ath order energy correction
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Etot
a of an given electronic state, all the perturbation corrections

from the occupied orbitals have to be summed up according to

Etot
a =

occ.
∑

n

En
a .

For the first order we obtain in a straightforward way

Etot
1 =

occ.
∑

n

〈n0|V |n0〉

using Equation (A.7). It can immediately be seen that this equation
corresponds to the dipole moment µ of Equation (5.1). Note also
that a term 〈n0|V |k0〉 is now considered as a transition moment
between orbitals.

Looking at the second order energy

Etot
2 =

occ.
∑

n

∑

k 6=n

|〈k0|V |n0〉|2
En

0 − Ek
0

that is obtained inserting the orbital corrections derived in (A.10),
one notices that many terms cancel. This happens whenever orbitals
n and k are both occupied, as their contribution is counted twice,
but with opposite sign.

There is also an additional benefit in terms of computational
cost, if a sum only runs over indices {n, k ≥ n} instead of the full
space {n, k}. It is thus profitable to have a look on the behaviour
of the summation when indices are interchanged.

Sum of Energies

Since we are interested in energy corrections up to fourth order,
there is a maximum amount of four running numbers n, l, k and
m used for the sums. In a first step, we define a quantity f(n; k),
f(n; k, l) and f(n; k, l,m) that is to be replaced by the correspond-
ing energy correction of second, third and fourth order, respectively.
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f will be zero, if the first running number is equal to any other or
belongs to the virtual space:

f({a /∈ occ.}; b, c, d) = f(a; a, c, d) = f(a; b, a, d) = f(a; b, c, a) = 0

Then we can group sums up to four running numbers in ascending
order:

∑

n

∑

k

f(n; k) =
∑

n

∑

k>n

[f(n; k) + f(k;n)] +
∑

n

f(n;n)

=
∑

n

∑

k>n

Pnkf(n; k)

∑

n

∑

k

∑

l

f(n; k, l) =
∑

n

∑

k>n

∑

l>k

Pnklf(n; k, l)

+
∑

n

∑

k>n

[f(n;n, k) + f(n; k, n)

+f(n; k, k) + f(k;n, n)

+f(k;n, k) + f(k; k, n)]

=
∑

n

∑

k>n

∑

l>k

Pnklf(n; k, l)

+
∑

n

∑

k>n

Pnkf(n; k, k)

∑

n

∑

k

∑

l

∑

m

f(n; k, l,m) =
∑

n

∑

k>n

∑

l>k

∑

m>l

Pnklmf(n; k, l,m)

+
∑

n

∑

k>n

∑

l>k

Pnkl[f(n; k, k, l)

+f(n; k, l, k) + f(n; l, k, k)]

+
∑

n

∑

k>n

Pnkf(n; k, k, k)

where P denotes the permutation operator that generates all possi-
ble combinations of n, k, etc. We can now insert the corresponding
energy terms for f .
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Polarizability

Using (A.10) for the second order energy correction yields

Etot
2 =

∑

n

∑

k>n

δn
|〈k0|V |n0〉|2
En

0 − Ek
0

+ δk
|〈n0|V |k0〉|2
Ek

0 − En
0

=
∑

n

∑

k>n

δnk
|〈k0|V |n0〉|2
En

0 − Ek
0

=
occ.
∑

n

vir.
∑

k

|〈k0|V |n0〉|2
En

0 − Ek
0

,

where we introduced the notation δn = 0, if orbital n is empty, and
δn = 1, if orbital n is occupied. It is further defined δnk = δn − δk,
which is only non-zero if n belongs to the occupied and k to the
virtual orbital space. The last equation is the expression for the
polarizability α (Equation (5.2) of the thesis) when the prefactor
for spatial orbitals and the Taylor-coefficient are included.

First Hyperpolarizability

For the evaluation of the third order correction Equation (A.12) is
used to obtain

Etot
3 =

∑

n

∑

k>n

∑

l>k

Pnklδn
〈n0|V |k0〉〈k0|V |l0〉〈l0|V |n0〉
(

En
0 − Ek

0

) (

En
0 − El

0

)

+
∑

n

∑

k>n

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

〈k0|V |n0〉
En

0 − Ek
0

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

2

(Pnkδn〈k0|V |k0〉 − Pnkδn〈n0|V |n0〉)

=
∑

n

∑

k>n

∑

l>k

Pkl [〈n0|V |k0〉〈k0|V |l0〉〈l0|V |n0〉]
(

En
0 − Ek

0

) (

Ek
0 − El

0

) (

El
0 −En

0

)

×
(

En
0 δkl +Ek

0 δln + El
0δnk

)

+
∑

n

∑

k>n

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

〈k0|V |n0〉
En

0 − Ek
0

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

2

δnk (〈k0|V |k0〉 − 〈n0|V |n0〉)
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=
occ.
∑

n

vir.
∑

k

vir.
∑

l>k

Pkl [〈n0|V |k0〉〈k0|V |l0〉〈l0|V |n0〉]
(

En
0 − Ek

0

) (

En
0 − El

0

)

+
occ.
∑

n

occ.
∑

k>n

vir.
∑

l

Pkl [〈n0|V |k0〉〈k0|V |l0〉〈l0|V |n0〉]
(

El
0 − Ek

0

) (

En
0 − El

0

)

+
occ.
∑

n

vir.
∑

k

(〈k0|V |k0〉 − 〈n0|V |n0〉)
∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

〈k0|V |n0〉
En

0 − Ek
0

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

2

=
occ.
∑

n

vir.
∑

k

vir.
∑

l

〈n0|V |k0〉〈k0|V |l0〉〈l0|V |n0〉
(

En
0 − Ek

0

) (

En
0 − El

0

)

−
occ.
∑

n

occ.
∑

k

vir.
∑

l

〈n0|V |k0〉〈k0|V |l0〉〈l0|V |n0〉
(

Ek
0 − El

0

) (

En
0 − El

0

)

where the last equation is the first hyperpolarizability referred by
Equation (5.3).

Second Hyperpolarizability

As the energy correction of (A.14) is already a huge formula, we

treat the different contributing sums separately as E
(2)
4 , E

(3)
4 and

E
(4)
4 . We define

E
(4)
4 =

∑

n

∑

k>n

∑

l>k

∑

m>l

Pnklmf(n; k, l,m)

E
(3)
4 =

∑

n

∑

k>n

∑

l>k

Pnkl[f(n; k, k, l) + f(n; k, l, k) + f(n; l, k, k)]

E
(2)
4 =

∑

n

∑

k>n

Pnkf(n; k, k, k)

where for f the corresponding form of (A.14) has to be inserted. It
is obtained

E
(2)
4 =

∑

n

∑

k>n

Pnkδn

(

|〈k0|V |n0〉|2 〈k0|V |k0〉2
(

En
0−Ek

0

)3 − |〈k0|V |n0〉|4
(

En
0−Ek

0

)3

−2 |〈k0|V |n0〉|2 〈n0|V |n0〉〈k0|V |k0〉
(

En
0−Ek

0

)3
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+
|〈k0|V |n0〉|2 〈n0|V |n0〉2

(

En
0−Ek

0

)3

)

=
occ.
∑

n

vir.
∑

k

|〈k0|V |n0〉|2
(

En
0−Ek

0

)3

×
[

(〈n0|V |n0〉 − 〈k0|V |k0〉)2 − |〈k0|V |n0〉|2
]

E
(3)
4 =

∑

n

∑

k>n

∑

l>k

Pnklδn
(

En
0−Ek

0

)−2 (

En
0−El

0

)−1

×
(

〈n0|V |k0〉〈k0|V |k0〉〈k0|V |l0〉〈l0|V |n0〉
+〈n0|V |k0〉〈k0|V |l0〉〈l0|V |k0〉〈k0|V |n0〉
+〈n0|V |l0〉〈l0|V |k0〉〈k0|V |k0〉〈k0|V |n0〉
−〈n0|V |n0〉〈n0|V |k0〉〈k0|V |l0〉〈l0|V |n0〉
−〈n0|V |n0〉〈n0|V |l0〉〈l0|V |k0〉〈k0|V |n0〉
−〈n0|V |k0〉〈k0|V |n0〉〈n0|V |l0〉〈l0|V |n0〉

)

=
∑

n

∑

k>n

∑

l>k

Pnklδn
(

En
0−Ek

0

)−2 (

En
0−El

0

)−1 [ (

Ek
1 − En

1

)

×
(

〈n0|V |k0〉〈k0|V |l0〉〈l0|V |n0〉

+〈n0|V |l0〉〈l0|V |k0〉〈k0|V |n0〉
)

+ |〈k0|V |n0〉|2
(

|〈l0|V |k0〉|2 − |〈l0|V |n0〉|2
) ]

=
∑

n

∑

k>n

∑

l>k

〈n0|V |k0〉〈k0|V |l0〉〈l0|V |n0〉+ 〈n0|V |l0〉〈l0|V |k0〉〈k0|V |n0〉
(

En
0−Ek

0

)2 (
En

0−El
0

)2 (
Ek

0−El
0

)2

×
(

[

Ek
1

(

Ek
0−El

0

)

− En
1

(

En
0−El

0

)] (

En
0−El

0

)(

Ek
0−El

0

)

δnk

+
[

En
1

(

En
0−Ek

0

)

+ El
1

(

Ek
0−El

0

)] (

En
0−Ek

0

) (

Ek
0−El

0

)

δnl

+
[

Ek
1

(

En
0−Ek

0

)

− El
1

(

En
0−El

0

)] (

En
0−Ek

0

) (

En
0−El

0

)

δkl

)
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+
∑

n

∑

k>n

∑

l>k

(

En
0−Ek

0

)−2 (

En
0−El

0

)−2 (

Ek
0−El

0

)−2

×
[

|〈k0|V |n0〉|2
(

En
0−El

0

)(

Ek
0−El

0

) [

|〈l0|V |k0〉|2
(

Ek
0−El

0

)

− |〈l0|V |n0〉|2
(

En
0−El

0

) ]

δnk

+ |〈l0|V |n0〉|2
(

En
0−Ek

0

) (

Ek
0−El

0

) [

|〈k0|V |n0〉|2
(

En
0−Ek

0

)

− |〈l0|V |k0〉|2
(

Ek
0−El

0

) ]

δnl

+ |〈l0|V |k0〉|2
(

En
0−Ek

0

) (

En
0−El

0

) [

|〈k0|V |n0〉|2
(

En
0−Ek

0

)

− |〈l0|V |n0〉|2
(

En
0−El

0

) ]

δkl

]

=
occ.
∑

n

vir.
∑

k

vir.
∑

l 6=k

(

En
0−Ek

0

)−2 (

En
0−El

0

)−1

×
(

|〈k0|V |n0〉|2
[

|〈l0|V |k0〉|2 − |〈l0|V |n0〉|2
]

+(〈k0|V |k0〉 − 〈n0|V |n0〉)Pkl [〈n0|V |k0〉〈k0|V |l0〉〈l0|V |n0〉]
)

+
occ.
∑

n

occ.
∑

k 6=n

vir.
∑

l

(

Ek
0−El

0

)−2 (

En
0−El

0

)−1

×
(

|〈l0|V |k0〉|2
[

|〈k0|V |n0〉|2 − |〈l0|V |n0〉|2
]

+(〈k0|V |k0〉 − 〈l0|V |l0〉)Pkl [〈n0|V |k0〉〈k0|V |l0〉〈l0|V |n0〉]
)

E
(4)
4 =

∑

n

∑

k>n

∑

l>k

∑

m>l

Pnklmδn
〈n0|V |k0〉〈k0|V |l0〉〈l0|V |m0〉〈m0|V |n0〉
(

En
0 − Ek

0

) (

En
0 − El

0

)

(En
0 − Em

0 )

=
∑

n

∑

k>n

∑

l>k

∑

m>l

[

Pklm〈n0|V |k0〉〈k0|V |l0〉〈l0|V |m0〉〈m0|V |n0〉
]

×
[

δn/
(

En
0−Ek

0

)(

En
0−El

0

)

(En
0−Em

0 )

−δk/
(

En
0−Ek

0

) (

Ek
0−El

0

)(

Ek
0−Em

0

)
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+δl/
(

En
0−El

0

)(

Ek
0−El

0

) (

El
0−Em

0

)

−δm/ (En
0−Em

0 )
(

Ek
0−Em

0

) (

El
0−Em

0

) ]

=
∑

n

∑

k>n

∑

l>k

∑

m>l

Pklm

[

〈n0|V |k0〉〈k0|V |l0〉〈l0|V |m0〉〈m0|V |n0〉
]

(

En
0−Ek

0

)(

En
0−El

0

)

(En
0−Em

0 )
(

Ek
0−El

0

)(

Ek
0−Em

0

)(

El
0−Em

0

)

×
[

El
0E

m
0

(

El
0−Em

0

)

δnk − Ek
0E

m
0

(

Ek
0−Em

0

)

δnl

+Ek
0E

l
0

(

Ek
0−El

0

)

δnm + En
0E

m
0 (En

0−Em
0 ) δkl

−En
0E

l
0

(

En
0−El

0

)

δkm + En
0E

k
0

(

En
0−Ek

0

)

δlm
]

=
occ.
∑

n

vir.
∑

k

vir.
∑

l 6=k

vir.
∑

m6={k,l}

〈n0|V |k0〉〈k0|V |l0〉〈l0|V |m0〉〈m0|V |n0〉
(

En
0−Ek

0

) (

En
0−El

0

)

(En
0−Em

0 )

−
occ.
∑

n

occ.
∑

k 6=n

vir.
∑

l

vir.
∑

m6=l

1

4

[

(

En
0−El

0

)

+ (En
0−Em

0 )

+
(

Ek
0−El

0

)

+
(

Ek
0−Em

0

)

]

×(1 + Pkl + Pkm) 〈n0|V |k0〉〈k0|V |l0〉〈l0|V |m0〉〈m0|V |n0〉
(

En
0−El

0

)

(En
0−Em

0 )
(

Ek
0−El

0

) (

Ek
0−Em

0

)

+
occ.
∑

n

occ.
∑

k 6=n

occ.
∑

l 6={n,k}

vir.
∑

m

〈n0|V |k0〉〈k0|V |l0〉〈l0|V |m0〉〈m0|V |n0〉
(En

0−Em
0 )
(

Ek
0−Em

0

) (

El
0−Em

0

) .

If the terms of E
(4)
4 , E

(3)
4 and E

(2)
4 are collected and the running

numbers are rearranged, one can show that

Etot
4 = E

(4)
4 + E

(3)
4 + E

(2)
4

=
occ.
∑

n

vir.
∑

k

vir.
∑

l

vir.
∑

m

〈n0|V |k0〉〈k0|V |l0〉〈l0|V |m0〉〈m0|V |n0〉
(

En
0−Ek

0

) (

En
0−El

0

)

(En
0−Em

0 )

−
occ.
∑

n

occ.
∑

k

vir.
∑

l

vir.
∑

m

1

4

[

(

En
0−El

0

)

+ (En
0−Em

0 )
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+
(

Ek
0−El

0

)

+
(

Ek
0−Em

0

)

]

×(1 + Pkl + Pkm) 〈n0|V |k0〉〈k0|V |l0〉〈l0|V |m0〉〈m0|V |n0〉
(

En
0−El

0

)

(En
0−Em

0 )
(

Ek
0−El

0

) (

Ek
0−Em

0

)

+
occ.
∑

n

occ.
∑

k

occ.
∑

l

vir.
∑

m

〈n0|V |k0〉〈k0|V |l0〉〈l0|V |m0〉〈m0|V |n0〉
(En

0−Em
0 )
(

Ek
0−Em

0

) (

El
0−Em

0

) .

This is the final expression for the second hyperpolarizability γ
appearing in Equation (5.4).

One can show that E
(4)
4 can also be written in a more nested

way as

E
(4)
4 =

occ.
∑

n

vir.
∑

k

1
(

En
0−Ek

0

) (A.15)

×
[

occ.
∑

l>n

1
(

Ek
0−El

0

)

(

occ.
∑

m>n

x
(

Ek
0−Em

0

) +
vir.
∑

m>k

x
(

El
0−Em

0

)

)

+
vir.
∑

l>k

1
(

En
0−El

0

)

(

vir.
∑

m>l

x

(En
0−Em

0 )
+

occ.
∑

m>n

x
(

El
0−Em

0

)

)]

with x= Pklm [〈n0|V |k0〉〈k0|V |l0〉〈l0|V |m0〉〈m0|V |n0〉]. This expres-
sion is particularly useful to improve the speed of algorithms.

A.3 Interpretation and Remarks

Terms such as 〈n0|V |k0〉〈k0|V |l0〉〈l0|V |m0〉〈m0|V |n0〉 can be viewed
as a sequence of electronic excitations into levels k, l, m and a final
de-excitation to the ground state n.

Considering the sign of Etot
2 , one sees that the perturbation

correction of second order leads in any case to lower energies, since
(

En
0−Ek

0

)

is always negative. Etot
3 and Etot

4 can have both signs.

Although many expressions, especially for the second hyper-
polarizability, grew very complicated, they will be of great use to
reduce the computational cost, when implemented into the corre-
sponding program code presented in Appendix B.
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Appendix B

A Hückel Polarizability

Program

The following C++ program was written to compute polarizabilities
and other properties for planar π conjugated molecules of large size
by means of HMO theory. It uses the LAPACK library for the
matrix diagonalizations. The program was validated reproducing
literature data.[81, 105] Polarizabilities obtained with the sum over

states method were also validated against finite-field calculations.

1 /*

2 A program to evaluate molecular properties of conjugated molecules modeled by the HMO theory

3 Copyright (C) 2010 P. Limacher

4 */

5 #include <acml.h>

6 #include <stdio.h>

7 #include <stdlib.h>

8 #include <time.h>

9 const int MAXN=10010;//Maximum allowed matrix dimensions

10 const double q3=sqrt(0.75); //sin(60deg)

11 double const ang=1/0.52917721; //Angstrom per au

12 /*

13 MOLECULAR PROPERTIES

14 The following quantities can be obtained:

15 - Total energy

16 - Bond orders

17 - Density of orbitals

18 - Dipole moment mu

19 - Polarizability alpha

20 - First hyperpolarizability beta

21 - Second hyperpolarizability gamma

22 */
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23 //Obtaining the total energy of different orbital filling schemes

24 double Energy(int n,int q,char a, double* E) {

25 //n: #orbitals, q: charge, a: filling scheme, E energies

26 double sum=0;

27 int m=(n+q)>>1;//#electron pairs

28 int rest=(n+q) & 1;//Surplus electron

29 switch (a) {

30 case ’a’: //aromatic excited systems

31 sum+=1.5*(E[m-2]+E[m-1])+0.5*(E[m+1]+E[m]);

32 m-=2;

33 break;

34 case ’A’: //antiaromatic excited systems

35 sum+=E[m+1]+0.5*(E[m-1]+E[m]);

36 m--;

37 break;

38 case ’r’: //odd excited radialenes

39 sum+=1.5*(E[m-2]+E[m-1])+E[m];

40 m-=2;

41 break;

42 case ’T’://Triplet: -1xHOMO +1xLUMO

43 sum+=E[m]-E[m-1];

44 break;

45 }

46 for (int i=0;i<m;i++) sum+=2*E[i]; //Normal GS

47 sum+=rest*E[m]; //Additional charge

48 return sum;

49 }

50 //Obtaining the density matrix of different orbital filling schemes

51 void BOMatrix(int n,int q,char a, double* T){

52 for (int i=0;i<n;i++) {

53 for (int j=0;j<n;j++) {

54 double sum=0;

55 int m=(n+q)>>1;//#electron pairs

56 int o=n>>1;//half of the orbitals

57 int rest=(n+q) & 1;//Surplus electron

58 switch (a) {

59 case ’a’: //aromatic exc: deal with degeneracies to have diagonal 1

60 sum+=1.5*(T[i+n*(m-2)]*T[j+n*(m-2)]+T[i+n*(m-1)]*T[j+n*(m-1)])

61 +0.5*(T[i+n*(m+1)]*T[j+n*(m+1)]+T[i+n*m]*T[j+n*m]);

62 m-=2;

63 break;

64 case ’A’: //antiaromatic exc: deal with degeneracies to have diagonal 1

65 sum+=T[i+n*(m+1)]*T[j+n*(m+1)]

66 +0.5*(T[i+n*(m-1)]*T[j+n*(m-1)]+T[i+n*m]*T[j+n*m]);

67 m--;

68 break;

69 case ’r’: //odd radialene: deal with degeneracies to have diagonal 1

70 sum+=1.5*(T[i+n*(m-2)]*T[j+n*(m-2)]+T[i+n*(m-1)]*T[j+n*(m-1)])

71 +T[i+n*m]*T[j+n*m];

72 m-=2;

73 break;

74 case ’T’://Triplet: -1xHOMO +1xLUMO

75 sum+=T[i+n*m]*T[j+n*m]-T[i+n*(m-1)]*T[j+n*(m-1)];

76 break;

77 }

78 switch (a) {

79 case ’S’://Spin density is obtained instead of electron density

80 //Assumes a HOMO LUMO triplet if uncharged

81 sum=T[i+n*o]*T[j+n*o]+T[i+n*(o-1)]*T[j+n*(o-1)];

82 sum-=rest*T[i+n*m]*T[j+n*m];

83 break;

84 default:

85 for (int k=0;k<m;k++) sum+=2*T[i+n*k]*T[j+n*k]; //Normal GS

86 sum+=rest*T[i+n*m]*T[j+n*m]; //Additional charge

87 }

88 printf("%7.4f ",sum);
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89 }

90 printf("\n");

91 }}

92 //Prints the orbital density as a histogram

93 void DOS(int n, double* E,int bins){

94 int a[bins];

95 double Emin=E[0];

96 double ibinsize=0.9999*bins/(E[n-1]-Emin);

97 for (int i=0;i<bins;i++) a[i]=0;

98 for (int i=0;i<n;i++)

99 a[(int) floor(ibinsize*(E[i]-Emin))]++;

100 for (int i=0;i<bins;i++) printf("%10.6f %5d\n",i/ibinsize+Emin,a[i]);

101 printf("\n");

102 }

103 //Draw structure for testing purposes

104 void Map(int xsize,int ysize,double xrange,double yrange,int P,double* x,double* y,

double* z,double maxz){

105 //A dot is represented by 2 characters

106 int xsize2=4*xsize+3;//String length= (2*xsize) a 2chars +2borders+zeroterm

107 char s[2*ysize][xsize2];

108 for (int i=0;i<2*ysize;i++) {//Initialize s

109 s[i][0]=’|’;

110 for (int j=1;j<xsize2-2;j++) s[i][j]=’ ’;

111 s[i][xsize2-2]=’|’;

112 s[i][xsize2-1]=0;

113 }

114 for (int i=0;i<P;i++) { //Fill in points

115 int X=(int)floor(x[i]/xrange+0.01);

116 int Y=(int)floor(y[i]/yrange+0.01);

117 //Range check and drawing

118 if ((X>=-xsize) && (X<xsize) && (Y>=-ysize) && (Y<ysize)) {

119 if (maxz==0) {//Print index

120 s[Y+ysize][2*(X+xsize)+1]=’0’+(i/10)%10;

121 s[Y+ysize][2*(X+xsize)+2]=’0’+(int) i%10;

122 } else {//Print value of z[i]: maxz -> 10

123 if (z[i]>0) s[Y+ysize][2*(X+xsize)+1]=’+’; else s[Y+ysize][2*(X+xsize)+1]=’-’;

124 s[Y+ysize][2*(X+xsize)+2]=’0’+abs(z[i]/maxz*10);

125 }}}

126 for (int i=0;i<2*ysize;i++) printf("%s\n",s[i]);

127 printf("\n");

128 }

129 //Obtaining the perturbation matrix V

130 void GenerateV(int N,double* V,double* E,double* T,double* x,char mode){

131 switch (mode){

132 case ’N’://Normal, full

133 for (int n=0;n<N;n++) for (int k=0;k<N;k++)

134 for (int i=0;i<N;i++) V[k+n*N]+=T[i+n*N]*T[i+k*N]*x[i];

135 break;

136 case ’E’://Using lower triangle for storage of 1/DEs

137 for (int n=1;n<N;n++) for (int k=0;k<n;k++)

138 for (int i=0;i<N;i++) V[k+n*N]=1/(E[k]-E[n]);//All numbers negative

139 case ’U’://Normal, upper triangle

140 for (int n=0;n<N;n++) for (int k=n+1;k<N;k++)

141 for (int i=0;i<N;i++) V[k+n*N]+=T[i+n*N]*T[i+k*N]*x[i];

142 break;

143 case ’R’://Randomly, for debugging

144 for (int j=0;j<N;j++) for (int i=0;i<N;i++)

145 V[i+j*N]=1.0*rand()/RAND_MAX;

146 break;

147 }}

148 /* Electric dipole */
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149 double E1(double* E,double* T,double* A,int N, int M){

150 double mu=0;

151 for (int n=0;n<M;n++)

152 for (int i=0;i<N;i++) mu+=T[i+n*N]*T[i+n*N]*A[i];

153 return -mu*2;//Spin

154 }

155 /* Alpha formulae */

156 double E2(double* E,double* T,double* A,double* B,int N, int M) {

157 //Calculates polarizability a(A;B)

158 double a=0;

159 for (int n=0;n<M;n++) for (int k=M;k<N;k++) {

160 //Direct Generation of matrix elements

161 double Va=0,Vb=0;

162 for (int i=0;i<N;i++) Va+=T[i+n*N]*T[i+k*N]*A[i];

163 for (int i=0;i<N;i++) Vb+=T[i+n*N]*T[i+k*N]*B[i];

164 a+=Va*Vb/(E[n]-E[k]);//Positive values

165 }

166 return -2*a*2;//Prefactor and Spin

167 }

168 double E2xx(double *E,double* T,double* A,int N, int M) {

169 //Only diagonal tensor elements. But two times faster.

170 double a=0;

171 double Vnk;

172 for (int n=0;n<M;n++) for (int k=M;k<N;k++) {

173 Vnk=0;

174 for (int i=0;i<N;i++) Vnk+=T[i+n*N]*T[i+k*N]*A[i];

175 a+=Vnk*Vnk/(E[n]-E[k]);

176 }

177 return -2*a*2;

178 }

179 /* Beta formula */

180 double E3xxx(double *E,double *T,double* x,int N, int M) {

181 double b=0;

182 double* V=(double*)calloc(N*N,sizeof(double));

183 GenerateV(N,V,E,T,x,’N’);

184 for (int n=0;n<M;n++) for (int k=M;k<N;k++) for (int l=M;l<N;l++)

185 b+=V[n+k*N]*V[k+l*N]*V[l+n*N]/((E[n]-E[k])*(E[n]-E[l]));

186 for (int n=0;n<M;n++) for (int k=0;k<M;k++) for (int l=M;l<N;l++)

187 b-=V[n+k*N]*V[k+l*N]*V[l+n*N]/((E[k]-E[l])*(E[n]-E[l]));

188 return -6*b*2;//Prefactor and Spin

189 free(V);

190 }

191 /* Gamma formulae */

192 double E4(double* E,double* T,double* x,int N, int M) {

193 //Diagonal tensor elements

194 //Slow but general and simple

195 double g=0;

196 if (N>MAXN) return 0;

197 double* V=(double*)calloc(N*N,sizeof(double));

198 GenerateV(N,V,E,T,x,’N’);

199

200 for (int n=0;n<M;n++) for (int k=M;k<N;k++) for (int l=M;l<N;l++) for (int m=M;m<N;m++)

201 g+=V[n+k*N]*V[k+l*N]*V[l+m*N]*V[m+n*N]/((E[n]-E[k])*(E[n]-E[l])*(E[n]-E[m]));

202 for (int n=0;n<M;n++) for (int k=0;k<M;k++) for (int l=0;l<M;l++) for (int m=M;m<N;m++)

203 g+=V[n+k*N]*V[k+l*N]*V[l+m*N]*V[m+n*N]/((E[n]-E[m])*(E[k]-E[m])*(E[l]-E[m]));

204 for (int n=0;n<M;n++) for (int k=0;k<M;k++) for (int l=M;l<N;l++) for (int m=M;m<N;m++)

205 g-=(V[n+k*N]*V[k+l*N]*V[l+m*N]*V[m+n*N]+V[n+l*N]*V[l+k*N]*V[k+m*N]*V[m+n*N]

+V[n+m*N]*V[m+l*N]*V[l+k*N]*V[k+n*N])*0.25*((E[n]-E[l])+(E[n]-E[m])+(E[k]-E[l])+(E[k]-E[m]))
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/((E[n]-E[l])*(E[n]-E[m])*(E[k]-E[l])*(E[k]-E[m]));

206 free(V);

207 return -24*g*2;//Prefactor and Spin

208 }

209 double E4xy(double* E,double* T,double* x,double* y,int N, int M) {

210 //All xy tensor elements

211 //Ugly code, but working

212 double g=0;

213 if (N>MAXN) return 0;

214 double* A=(double*)calloc(N*N,sizeof(double));

215 double* B=(double*)calloc(N*N,sizeof(double));

216 GenerateV(N,A,E,T,x,’N’);

217 GenerateV(N,B,E,T,y,’N’);

218

219 int a,b,c,d;

220 int e,f,G,h,i,j;

221 for (int n=0;n<M;n++) for (int k=M;k<N;k++) {a=n+k*N;

222 for (int l=M;l<N;l++) {b=k+l*N;

223 for (int m=M;m<N;m++) {

224 c=l+m*N; d=m+n*N;

225 g+=(A[a]*A[b]*B[c]*B[d]+

226 A[a]*B[b]*A[c]*B[d]+

227 A[a]*B[b]*B[c]*A[d]+

228 B[a]*A[b]*A[c]*B[d]+

229 B[a]*A[b]*B[c]*A[d]+

230 B[a]*B[b]*A[c]*A[d])/((E[n]-E[k])*(E[n]-E[l])*(E[n]-E[m]));

231 }}}

232 for (int n=0;n<M;n++) for (int k=0;k<M;k++) {a=n+k*N;

233 for (int l=0;l<M;l++) {b=k+l*N;

234 for (int m=M;m<N;m++) {

235 c=l+m*N; d=m+n*N;

236 g+=(A[a]*A[b]*B[c]*B[d]+

237 A[a]*B[b]*A[c]*B[d]+

238 A[a]*B[b]*B[c]*A[d]+

239 B[a]*A[b]*A[c]*B[d]+

240 B[a]*A[b]*B[c]*A[d]+

241 B[a]*B[b]*A[c]*A[d])/((E[n]-E[m])*(E[k]-E[m])*(E[l]-E[m]));

242 }}}

243 for (int n=0;n<M;n++) for (int k=0;k<M;k++) {a=n+k*N; b=k+n*N;

244 for (int l=M;l<N;l++) {c=n+l*N; d=k+l*N; e=l+k*N;

245 for (int m=M;m<N;m++){

246 f=l+m*N; G=m+l*N; h=m+n*N; i=n+m*N; j=k+m*N;

247 g-=(A[a]*A[d]*B[f]*B[h] + A[c]*A[e]*B[j]*B[h] + A[i]*A[G]*B[e]*B[b]+

248 A[a]*B[d]*A[f]*B[h] + A[c]*B[e]*A[j]*B[h] + A[i]*B[G]*A[e]*B[b]+

249 A[a]*B[d]*B[f]*A[h] + A[c]*B[e]*B[j]*A[h] + A[i]*B[G]*B[e]*A[b]+

250 B[a]*A[d]*A[f]*B[h] + B[c]*A[e]*A[j]*B[h] + B[i]*A[G]*A[e]*B[b]+

251 B[a]*A[d]*B[f]*A[h] + B[c]*A[e]*B[j]*A[h] + B[i]*A[G]*B[e]*A[b]+

252 B[a]*B[d]*A[f]*A[h] + B[c]*B[e]*A[j]*A[h] + B[i]*B[G]*A[e]*A[b])

253 *0.25*((E[n]-E[l])+(E[n]-E[m])+(E[k]-E[l])+(E[k]-E[m]))

/((E[n]-E[l])*(E[n]-E[m])*(E[k]-E[l])*(E[k]-E[m]));

254 }}}

255 free(A);

256 free(B);

257 return -4*g*2;

258 }

259 //Speedup because of algorithm redesign

260 double E4fast(double* E,double* T,double* x,int N, int M) {

261 //Only valid for a symmetric, zerodiagonal perturbation V.

262 //Significant speedup can be reached which allows calculations

on systems containing 10’000 carbon atoms.

263 double* V=(double*)calloc(N*N,sizeof(double));

264 GenerateV(N,V,E,T,x,’E’);

265 double g=0;

266 //E4

267 for (int n=0;n<M;n++) for (int k=M;k<N;k++) {
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268 double b=0;

269 double A,B,C;//Speedup variables

270 double Vnk,Vnl,Vkl;

271 int nm,km,lm,i;

272 Vnk=V[k+n*N];

273 for (int l=n+1;l<M;l++) {

274 double a=0;

275 Vnl=V[l+n*N];

276 Vkl=V[k+l*N];

277 for (int m=l+1;m<M;m++){//nlmk

278 nm=m+n*N; km=k+m*N; lm=m+l*N; i=m+k*N;

279 A=Vnk*V[lm];

280 B=Vkl*V[nm];

281 C=Vnl*V[km];

282 a-=(A*B+A*C+B*C) *V[i];

283 }

284 for (int m=k+1;m<N;m++){//nlkm

285 nm=m+n*N; km=m+k*N; lm=m+l*N; i=l+m*N;

286 A=Vnk*V[lm];

287 B=Vkl*V[nm];

288 C=Vnl*V[km];

289 a+=(A*B+A*C+B*C) *V[i];

290 }

291 b-=a* V[l+k*N];

292 }

293 for (int l=k+1;l<N;l++) {

294 double a=0;

295 Vnl=V[l+n*N];

296 Vkl=V[l+k*N];

297 for (int m=l+1;m<N;m++){//nklm

298 nm=m+n*N; km=m+k*N; lm=m+l*N; i=n+m*N;

299 A=Vnk*V[lm];

300 B=Vkl*V[nm];

301 C=Vnl*V[km];

302 a+=(A*B+A*C+B*C) *V[i];

303 }

304 for (int m=n+1;m<M;m++){//nmkl

305 nm=m+n*N; km=k+m*N; lm=l+m*N; i=m+l*N;

306 A=Vnk*V[lm];

307 B=Vkl*V[nm];

308 C=Vnl*V[km];

309 a-=(A*B+A*C+B*C) *V[i];

310 }

311 b+=a* V[n+l*N];

312 }

313 g+=2*b* V[n+k*N];

314 }

315 //E3

316 for (int n=0;n<M;n++) for (int k=M;k<N;k++) {

317 double a=0;

318 for (int l=0;l<n;l++) a-=V[l+k*N]* (V[k+l*N]*V[k+l*N]-V[n+l*N]*V[n+l*N]);

319 for (int l=n+1;l<M;l++) a-=V[l+k*N]* (V[k+l*N]*V[k+l*N]-V[l+n*N]*V[l+n*N]);

320 for (int l=M;l<k;l++) a+=V[n+l*N]* (V[k+l*N]*V[k+l*N]-V[l+n*N]*V[l+n*N]);

321 for (int l=k+1;l<N;l++) a+=V[n+l*N]* (V[l+k*N]*V[l+k*N]-V[l+n*N]*V[l+n*N]);

322 g+=a*V[k+n*N]*V[k+n*N]* V[n+k*N]*V[n+k*N];

323 }

324 //E2

325 for (int n=0;n<M;n++) for (int k=M;k<N;k++)

326 g-=V[n+k*N]*V[n+k*N]*V[n+k*N]* V[k+n*N]*V[k+n*N]*V[k+n*N]*V[k+n*N];

327 free(V);

328 return -24*g*2;

329 }

330 //Neglect all multiplications of too small numbers (Vxy^2<epsilon)

331 double E4fastest(double* E,double* T,double* x,int N, int M,double e=10e-10) {

332 double* V=(double*)calloc(N*N,sizeof(double));

333 GenerateV(N,V,E,T,x,’E’);
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334 double g=0;

335 //Scale threshold

336 double Vex2=0;

337 for (int i=0;i<N;i++) if (x[i]*x[i]>Vex2) Vex2=x[i]*x[i];

338 e*=sqrt(Vex2);

339 //E4

340 for (int n=0;n<M;n++) for (int k=M;k<N;k++) {

341 double b=0;

342 double A,B,C;//Speedup variables

343 double Vnk,Vnl,Vkl;

344 int nm,km,lm,i;

345 Vnk=V[k+n*N];

346 if (Vnk*Vnk>e) {

347 for (int l=n+1;l<M;l++) {

348 double a=0;

349 Vnl=V[l+n*N];

350 Vkl=V[k+l*N];

351 if (Vnl*Vnl>e) {

352 if (Vkl*Vkl>e) {

353 for (int m=l+1;m<M;m++){//nlmk

354 nm=m+n*N; km=k+m*N; lm=m+l*N; i=m+k*N;

355 A=Vnk*V[lm];

356 B=Vkl*V[nm];

357 C=Vnl*V[km];

358 a-=(A*B+A*C+B*C) *V[i];

359 }

360 for (int m=k+1;m<N;m++){//nlkm

361 nm=m+n*N; km=m+k*N; lm=m+l*N; i=l+m*N;

362 A=Vnk*V[lm];

363 B=Vkl*V[nm];

364 C=Vnl*V[km];

365 a+=(A*B+A*C+B*C) *V[i];

366 }

367 } else {

368 for (int m=l+1;m<M;m++){//nlmk

369 km=k+m*N; lm=m+l*N; i=m+k*N;

370 a-=Vnk*V[lm]*Vnl*V[km] *V[i];

371 }

372 for (int m=k+1;m<N;m++){//nlkm

373 km=m+k*N; lm=m+l*N; i=l+m*N;

374 a+=Vnk*V[lm]*Vnl*V[km] *V[i];

375 }

376 }

377 } else {

378 if (Vkl*Vkl>e) {

379 for (int m=l+1;m<M;m++){//nlmk

380 nm=m+n*N; lm=m+l*N; i=m+k*N;

381 a-=Vnk*V[lm]*Vkl*V[nm] *V[i];

382 }

383 for (int m=k+1;m<N;m++){//nlkm

384 nm=m+n*N; lm=m+l*N; i=l+m*N;

385 a+=Vnk*V[lm]*Vkl*V[nm] *V[i];

386 }

387 }

388 }

389 b-=a* V[l+k*N];

390 }

391 for (int l=k+1;l<N;l++) {

392 double a=0;

393 Vnl=V[l+n*N];

394 Vkl=V[l+k*N];

395 if (Vnl*Vnl>e) {

396 if (Vkl*Vkl>e) {

397 for (int m=l+1;m<N;m++){//nklm

398 nm=m+n*N; km=m+k*N; lm=m+l*N; i=n+m*N;

399 A=Vnk*V[lm];

400 B=Vkl*V[nm];

401 C=Vnl*V[km];
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402 a+=(A*B+A*C+B*C) *V[i];

403 }

404 for (int m=n+1;m<M;m++){//nmkl

405 nm=m+n*N; km=k+m*N; lm=l+m*N; i=m+l*N;

406 A=Vnk*V[lm];

407 B=Vkl*V[nm];

408 C=Vnl*V[km];

409 a-=(A*B+A*C+B*C) *V[i];

410 }

411 } else {

412 for (int m=l+1;m<N;m++){//nklm

413 km=m+k*N; lm=m+l*N; i=n+m*N;

414 a+=Vnk*V[lm]*Vnl*V[km] *V[i];

415 }

416 for (int m=n+1;m<M;m++){//nmkl

417 km=k+m*N; lm=l+m*N; i=m+l*N;

418 a-=Vnk*V[lm]*Vnl*V[km] *V[i];

419 }

420 }

421 } else {

422 if (Vkl*Vkl>e) {

423 for (int m=l+1;m<N;m++){//nklm

424 nm=m+n*N; lm=m+l*N; i=n+m*N;

425 a+=Vnk*V[lm]*Vkl*V[nm] *V[i];

426 }

427 for (int m=n+1;m<M;m++){//nmkl

428 nm=m+n*N; lm=l+m*N; i=m+l*N;

429 a-=Vnk*V[lm]*Vkl*V[nm] *V[i];

430 }

431 }

432 }

433 b+=a* V[n+l*N];

434 }

435 } else {

436 for (int l=n+1;l<M;l++) {

437 double a=0;

438 Vnl=V[l+n*N];

439 Vkl=V[k+l*N];

440 if ((Vnl*Vnl>e) && (Vkl*Vkl>e)) {

441 for (int m=l+1;m<M;m++){//nlmk

442 nm=m+n*N; km=k+m*N; i=m+k*N;

443 a-=Vkl*V[nm]*Vnl*V[km] *V[i];

444 }

445 for (int m=k+1;m<N;m++){//nlkm

446 nm=m+n*N; km=m+k*N; i=l+m*N;

447 a+=Vkl*V[nm]*Vnl*V[km] *V[i];

448 }

449 b-=a* V[l+k*N];

450 }

451 }

452 for (int l=k+1;l<N;l++) {

453 double a=0;

454 Vnl=V[l+n*N];

455 Vkl=V[l+k*N];

456 if ((Vnl*Vnl>e) && (Vkl*Vkl>e)) {

457 for (int m=l+1;m<N;m++){//nklm

458 nm=m+n*N; km=m+k*N; i=n+m*N;

459 a+=Vkl*V[nm]*Vnl*V[km] *V[i];

460 }

461 for (int m=n+1;m<M;m++){//nmkl

462 nm=m+n*N; km=k+m*N; i=m+l*N;

463 a-=Vkl*V[nm]*Vnl*V[km] *V[i];

464 }

465 b+=a* V[n+l*N];

466 }

467 }

468 }

469 g+=2*b* V[n+k*N];
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470 }

471 //E3

472 for (int n=0;n<M;n++) for (int k=M;k<N;k++) {

473 double Vnk=V[k+n*N];

474 if (Vnk*Vnk>e) {

475 double a=0;

476 for (int l=0;l<n;l++) a-=V[l+k*N]* (V[k+l*N]*V[k+l*N]-V[n+l*N]*V[n+l*N]);

477 for (int l=n+1;l<M;l++) a-=V[l+k*N]* (V[k+l*N]*V[k+l*N]-V[l+n*N]*V[l+n*N]);

478 for (int l=M;l<k;l++) a+=V[n+l*N]* (V[k+l*N]*V[k+l*N]-V[l+n*N]*V[l+n*N]);

479 for (int l=k+1;l<N;l++) a+=V[n+l*N]* (V[l+k*N]*V[l+k*N]-V[l+n*N]*V[l+n*N]);

480 g+=a*Vnk*Vnk* V[n+k*N]*V[n+k*N];

481 }}

482 //E2

483 for (int n=0;n<M;n++) for (int k=M;k<N;k++)

484 g-=V[n+k*N]*V[n+k*N]*V[n+k*N]* V[k+n*N]*V[k+n*N]*V[k+n*N]*V[k+n*N];

485 free(V);

486 return -24*g*2;

487 }

488 /*

489 MOLECULAR CONNECTIVITY

490 Different connectivity types can be generated:

491 chain: A molecular rod as in PA

492 comb: A comb structure as in planar iso-PA

493 annulene: Annulenes, i.e. a cyclic chain

494 radialene: Radialenes, i.e. a cyclic comb

495 graphene: A sheet of graphite

496 cswitch: A chain structure with two cross-linked carbon atoms in the middle

497 */

498 int chain(int n,double a, double bs,double bw, double xs,double xw,double d,int &P, double* E,

double* T,double* x, double* y){

499 //Generates a linear molecular chain

500 //Input:Chain length n; alpha a; strong/weak beta bs,bw; strong/weak distance xs,xw;

y-displacement d;

501 //returns P number of points, E eval, T evec, and xy coords

502 P=2*n;

503 if (P>MAXN) return 1;//Memory overflow

504 int* zerodump=(int*)malloc(2*P*sizeof(int));

505 int checkP,info;

506 double* dgnl=(double*)malloc(P*sizeof(double));

507 double* offdgnl=(double*)malloc((P-1)*sizeof(double));

508 //Set up Hamiltonian

509 for (int i=0;i<P;i++) dgnl[i]=a;

510 for (int i=0;i<P-1;i++)

511 if ((i&1)==0) offdgnl[i]=bs; else offdgnl[i]=bw;

512 dstevr(’V’,’A’,P,dgnl,offdgnl,0,0,0,0,0,&checkP,E,T,P,zerodump,&info);

513 if (info!=0) return 2;//Error in Diagonalization

514 if (P!=checkP) return 3;//Not all Evals obtained

515 free(zerodump);

516 free(dgnl);

517 free(offdgnl);

518 //Generate coordinates

519 double x0=-0.5*(n*xs+(n-1)*xw);//running number

520 for (int i=0;i<P;i++) {

521 x[i]=x0;

522 if ((i&1)==0) x0+=xs; else x0+=xw;

523 }

524 for (int i=0;i<P;i++) y[i]=d*((i&1)-0.5);

525 return 0;

526 }

527 int comb(int n,double a, double bs,double bw, double xs,double y1,double y2,int &P, double* E,

double* T,double* x, double* y){
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528 //Generates a cross conjugated chain

529 //Input: Chain length n; alpha a; db/sb interaction bs,bw; smallest x separation xs;

y-displacements y1,y2;

530 //returns P number of points, E eval, T evec, and xy coords

531 P=2*n;

532 if (P>MAXN) return 1;//Memory overflow

533 //Generate coordinates

534 for (int i=0;i<n;i++) {

535 x[2*i]=(i-(n-1)/2)*xs;

536 x[2*i+1]=x[2*i];}

537 for (int i=0;i<n;i++) y[2*i]=y1*((i&1)-0.5);

538 for (int i=0;i<n;i++) y[2*i+1]=y2*((i&1)-0.5);

539 //Set up Hamiltonian

540 for (int i=0;i<P*P;i++) T[i]=0;

541 for (int i=0;i<P;i++) T[i*(P+1)]=a;

542 for (int i=0;i<n;i++) T[2*i*(P+1)+1]=bs;

543 for (int i=0;i<n-1;i++) T[2*i*(P+1)+2]=bw;

544 //for (int i=0;i<P;i++) {for (int j=0;j<P;j++) printf("%10.6f ",T[j+P*i]); printf("\n");}

545 int info;

546 dsyev(’V’,’L’,P,T,P,E,&info);

547 if (info!=0) return 2;//Error in Diagonalization

548 return 0;

549 }

550 int annulene(int n,double a, double bs,double bw,int &P, double* E,

double* T,double* x, double* y){

551 //Generates an annulene ring w/o coordinates

552 //Input: Chain length n; alpha a; db/sb interaction bs,bw;

553 //returns P number of points, E eval, T evec, and xy coords

554 P=2*n;

555 if (P>MAXN) return 1;//Memory overflow

556 //Set up Hamiltonian

557 for (int i=0;i<P*P;i++) T[i]=0;

558 for (int i=0;i<P;i++) T[i*(P+1)]=a;

559 for (int i=0;i<n;i++) T[2*i*(P+1)+1]=bs;

560 for (int i=0;i<n-1;i++) T[(2*i+1)*(P+1)+1]=bw;

561 T[P-1]=bw;//Ring closure

562 int info;

563 dsyev(’V’,’L’,P,T,P,E,&info);

564 if (info!=0) return 2;//Error in Diagonalization

565 return 0;

566 }

567 int radialene(int n,double a, double bs,double bw,int &P, double* E,

double* T,double* x, double* y){

568 //Generates a radialene ring w/o coordinates

569 //Input: Chain length n; alpha a; db/sb interaction bs,bw;

570 //returns P number of points, E eval, T evec, and xy coords

571 P=2*n;

572 if (P>MAXN) return 1;//Memory overflow

573 //Set up Hamiltonian

574 for (int i=0;i<P*P;i++) T[i]=0;

575 for (int i=0;i<P;i++) T[i*(P+1)]=a;

576 for (int i=0;i<n;i++) T[2*i*(P+1)+1]=bs;

577 for (int i=0;i<n-1;i++) T[2*i*(P+1)+2]=bw;

578 T[P-2]=bw;//Ring closure

579 int info;

580 dsyev(’V’,’L’,P,T,P,E,&info);

581 if (info!=0) return 2;//Error in Diagonalization

582 return 0;

583 }

584 int graphene(int n, int mprime, int &P, double* E, double* T,double* x, double* y) {

585 //Generates a graphit sheet of dim n,m

586 //Input:sheet length n; sheet width m (must be odd)

587 //returns P number of points, E eval, T evec, and xy coords

588 int m=(mprime+1)/2;

589 if (m>n) return 1;//Unfeasible structures
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590 P=2*m*(2*n+2-m);//Derivation of P

591 if (P>MAXN) return 2;//Too large structures

592 //Obtain x,y

593 int c=0;

594 for (int i=m-1;i>=0;i--)

595 for (int j=i-n;j<=n-i;j++) {

596 x[c]=q3*j;

597 y[c++]=0.5*(1+3*i+((j+i+n)&1));

598 }

599 //Reverse fill to obtain mirror image (C2 sym)

600 for (int i=P/2;i<P;i++) {

601 x[i]=-x[P-i-1];

602 y[i]=-y[P-i-1];

603 //Use distances to parametrize Hamiltonian

604 int info;

605 //Values are directly written into T

606 for (int i=0;i<P;i++) T[i*(P+1)]=0;

607 for (int i=0;i<P;i++) for (int j=0;j<i;j++)

608 if ((x[i]-x[j])*(x[i]-x[j])+(y[i]-y[j])*(y[i]-y[j])<1.1)

609 T[j+i*P]=-1;

610 else

611 T[j+i*P]=0;

612 dsyev(’V’,’U’,P,T,P,E,&info);

613 if (info!=0) return 2;//Error in Diagonalization

614 }

615 return 0;

616 }

617 int cswitch(int n,double a, double b,int &P, double* E, double* T){

618 //Generates a linear molecular chain with cross-switch in the middle

619 //Input:Half of a chain length n; alpha a; beta b;

620 //returns P number of points, E eval, T evec

621 int add=4;//Additional atoms for switch

622 P=4*n+add;

623 if (P>MAXN) return 1;//Memory overflow

624 for (int i=0;i<P*P;i++) T[i]=0;

625 for (int i=0;i<P;i++) T[i*(P+1)]=a;

626 for (int i=0;i<4*n+2-1;i++) T[i*(P+1)+1]=b;

627 //Switch T linking element (P-2,2n and P-1, 2n+1)

628 T[2*n*P + P-2]=b;

629 T[(2*n+1)*P + P-1]=b;

630 //for (int i=0;i<P;i++) {for (int j=0;j<P;j++) printf("%10.6f ",T[j+P*i]); printf("\n");}

631 int info;

632 dsyev(’V’,’L’,P,T,P,E,&info);

633 if (info!=0) return 2;//Error in Diagonalization

634 return 0;

635 }

636 /*

637 Testing routines for polarizabilities

638 */

639 //Validation of polarizability formulas by comparison with finite-field methods

640 void compFF(){

641 int n=5;

642 int P=2*n;

643 double E[P];//MO Energies

644 double C[P][P];//MO coefficients

645 double T[P][P];

646 double V[P];//perturbation

647 double F=0.01;

648 double field[]={F,-F,2*F,-2*F,0};

649 double e[5];

650 for (int i=0;i<P;i++) V[i]=1.0*rand()/RAND_MAX;//(i-n)+0.5;//V linear
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651 for (int i=0;i<P;i++) for (int j=0;j<P;j++) C[i][j]=1.0*rand()/RAND_MAX;

652 for (int a=0;a<5;a++) {

653 for (int i=0;i<P;i++) for (int j=0;j<P;j++) T[i][j]=C[i][j];

654 for (int i=0;i<P;i++) T[i][i]+=field[a]*V[i];

655 int info;

656 dsyev(’V’,’L’,P,&T[0][0],P,&E[0],&info);

657 e[a]=Energy(P,0,’G’,E);

658 }

659 //Numerical derivatives

660 double mu=-2*(e[0]-e[1])/3 + (e[2]-e[3])/12;

661 double alpha=5*e[4]/2 - 4*(e[0]+e[1])/3 + (e[2]+e[3])/12;

662 double beta=(e[0]-e[1]) - (e[2]-e[3])/2;

663 double gamma=-6*e[4] + 4*(e[0]+e[1]) - (e[2]+e[3]);

664 printf("%15.10f %15.10f %15.10f %15.10f\n",mu/F,alpha/(F*F),beta/(F*F*F),gamma/(F*F*F*F));

665 //R-S perturbation theory (analytical derivatives)

666 double m=E1(&E[0],&T[0][0],&V[0],P,n);

667 double a=E2xx(&E[0],&T[0][0],&V[0],P,n);

668 double b=E3xxx(&E[0],&T[0][0],&V[0],P,n);

669 double g=E4(&E[0],&T[0][0],&V[0],P,n);

670 printf("%15.10f %15.10f %15.10f %15.10f\n",m,a,b,g);

671 }

672 //Check the computational cost of time-critical routines

673 void Speedup(int m,double* E,double* T, double* x, double* y) {

674 double d;

675 int n;

676 clock_t timer1,timer2;

677 timer1=clock();

678 chain(m,0,-1,-1,1,1,2,n,E,T,x,y);

679 timer2=clock();

680 printf("\n#---%d---\n",n);

681 printf("Diagonalization in %.2f seconds\n",1.0*(timer2-timer1)/CLOCKS_PER_SEC);

682 timer1=clock(); d=E1(E,T,x,n,m); timer2=clock();

683 printf("First order PT: %20f in %.2f seconds\n",d,1.0*(timer2-timer1)/CLOCKS_PER_SEC);

684 timer1=clock(); d=E2xx(E,T,x,n,m); timer2=clock();

685 printf("Second order PT:%20f in %.2f seconds\n",d,1.0*(timer2-timer1)/CLOCKS_PER_SEC);

686 timer1=clock(); d=E3xxx(E,T,x,n,m); timer2=clock();

687 printf("Third order PT: %20f in %.2f seconds\n",d,1.0*(timer2-timer1)/CLOCKS_PER_SEC);

688 timer1=clock(); d=E4(E,T,x,n,m); timer2=clock();

689 printf("Fourth order PT:%20f in %.2f seconds\n",d,1.0*(timer2-timer1)/CLOCKS_PER_SEC);

690 timer1=clock(); d=E4fast(E,T,x,n,m); timer2=clock();

691 printf(" \" (fast): %20f in %.2f seconds\n",d,1.0*(timer2-timer1)/CLOCKS_PER_SEC);

692 timer1=clock(); d=E4fastest(E,T,x,n,m); timer2=clock();

693 printf(" \" (fastest): %20f in %.2f seconds\n",d,1.0*(timer2-timer1)/CLOCKS_PER_SEC);

694 /*for (double e=1e-17;e<1e-3;e*=1.3) {

695 timer1=clock(); d=E4fastest(E,T,x,n,m,e); timer2=clock();

696 printf("%12g %.15g %.2f\n",e,d,1.0*(timer2-timer1)/CLOCKS_PER_SEC);

697 }*/

698 /* Model output of a PA chain of zero BSA a with 1’000 orbitals:

699 #---1000---

700 Diagonalization in 0.67 seconds

701 First order PT: -0.000000 in 0.00 seconds

702 Second order PT: 26605390.363710 in 2.85 seconds

703 Third order PT: -0.000007 in 22.00 seconds

704 Fourth order PT: 999663986755.181641 in 10023.30 seconds

705 " (fast): 999656387145.544434 in 1339.81 seconds

706 " (fastest): 999656370585.544434 in 225.93 seconds

707 */

708 }

709 /*

710 PROGRAM BODY

711 different blocks can be activated

712 */
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713 int main(int argc, char *argv[]) {

714 int n;

715 // Pointers to energy, MO coefficients, and x,y coordinates

716 double* E=(double*)malloc(MAXN*sizeof(double));

717 double* T=(double*)malloc(MAXN*MAXN*sizeof(double));

718 double* x=(double*)malloc(MAXN*sizeof(double));

719 double* y=(double*)malloc(MAXN*sizeof(double));

720 srand(time(NULL));

721 /*

722 Prototypical inputs

723 */

724 // if (chain(1,-0.0793,-0.0530,-0.0003,5*ang,5*ang,0,n,E,T,x,y)) return 1;

725 // if (graphene(2,3,n,E,T,x,y)) return 1;

726 /*nn=500;

727 if (chain(nn,0,-1,-1,1,1,2,n,E,T,x,y)) return 1;

728 if (annulene(nn,0,-1,-1,n,E,T,x,y)) return 1;

729 if (comb(nn,0,-1,-1,1,1,2,n,E,T,x,y)) return 1;

730 if (radialene(nn,0,-1,-1,n,E,T,x,y)) return 1;

731 */

732 //Map(10,10,q3,0.5,n,x,y,T+n,0);

733 /*

734 Validation and Timing procedures

735 */

736 //Validation for parameters from the 1968 paper

737 /*if (comb(3,-11.16,-5.10,-4.32,1,1,2,n,E,T,x,y)) return 1;

738 printf("GS energy %15.10f\n",Energy(n,0,’G’,E));//Valid

739 //Comparison to finite-field methods

740 compFF();//valid

741 //Check computational costs of the perturbation routines

742 //for (int i=10;i<151;i+=10) Speedup(i,E,T,x,y);*/

743 /*

744 BUTADIENE EXAMPLE

745 */

746 /*if (chain(2,0,-1,-1,q3,q3,0.5,n,E,T,x,y)) return 1;

747 //MO energies and MO coefficients

748 printf("E1=%10.6f E2=%10.6f E3=%10.6f E4=%10.6f\n",E[0],E[1],E[2],E[3]);

749 for (int i=0;i<n;i++) {for (int j=0;j<n;j++) printf("%10.6f\n",T[j+n*i]); printf("\n");}

750 //State energies

751 printf("GS energy %15.10f\n",Energy(n,0,’G’,E));

752 printf("GS energy %15.10f\n",Energy(n,0,’T’,E));

753 printf("GS energy %15.10f\n",Energy(n,+1,’G’,E));

754 printf("GS energy %15.10f\n",Energy(n,-1,’G’,E));

755 //Charge density

756 BOMatrix(n,0,’G’,T);//Ground state

757 BOMatrix(n,0,’T’,T);//Triplet

758 BOMatrix(n,+1,’G’,T);//Anion

759 BOMatrix(n,-1,’G’,T);//Cation

760 printf("\n");

761 //Spin density

762 BOMatrix(n,0,’S’,T);

763 BOMatrix(n,+1,’S’,T);

764 BOMatrix(n,-1,’S’,T);

765 //Polarizabilities

766 printf("alphax %20.10f\n",E2(E,T,x,x,n,n/2));

767 printf("gammax %20.10f %20.10f\n",E4(E,T,x,n,n/2),E4xy(E,T,x,x,n,n/2));*/
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768 /*

769 Bond Order for small systems

770 */

771 /*if (chain(1,0,-1,-1,1,1,2,n,E,T,x,y)) return 1;

772 printf("GS energy %15.10f\n",Energy(n,0,’G’,E));

773 BOMatrix(n,0,’G’,T);

774 printf("ES energy %15.10f\n",Energy(n,0,’T’,E));

775 BOMatrix(n,0,’T’,T);

776 if (chain(2,0,-1,-1,1,1,2,n,E,T,x,y)) return 1;

777 printf("GS energy %15.10f\n",Energy(n,0,’G’,E));

778 BOMatrix(n,0,’G’,T);

779 printf("ES energy %15.10f\n",Energy(n,0,’T’,E));

780 BOMatrix(n,0,’T’,T);

781 if (chain(3,0,-1,-1,1,1,2,n,E,T,x,y)) return 1;

782 printf("GS energy %15.10f\n",Energy(n,0,’G’,E));

783 BOMatrix(n,0,’G’,T);

784 printf("ES energy %15.10f\n",Energy(n,0,’T’,E));

785 BOMatrix(n,0,’T’,T);

786 if (comb(3,0,-1,-1,1,1,2,n,E,T,x,y)) return 1;

787 printf("GS energy %15.10f\n",Energy(n,0,’G’,E));

788 BOMatrix(n,0,’G’,T);

789 printf("ES energy %15.10f\n",Energy(n,0,’T’,E));

790 BOMatrix(n,0,’T’,T);

791 if (chain(4,0,-1,-1,1,1,2,n,E,T,x,y)) return 1;

792 printf("GS energy %15.10f\n",Energy(n,0,’G’,E));

793 BOMatrix(n,0,’G’,T);

794 printf("ES energy %15.10f\n",Energy(n,0,’T’,E));

795 BOMatrix(n,0,’T’,T);

796 if (comb(4,0,-1,-1,1,1,2,n,E,T,x,y)) return 1;

797 printf("GS energy %15.10f\n",Energy(n,0,’G’,E));

798 BOMatrix(n,0,’G’,T);

799 printf("ES energy %15.10f\n",Energy(n,0,’T’,E));

800 BOMatrix(n,0,’T’,T);

801 */

802 /*

803 Delocalization Energy

804 */

805 /*for (int i=1;i<100;i++) {

806 if (chain(i,0,-1,-1,1,1,2,n,E,T,x,y)) return 1;

807 printf("%3d %15.10f\n",i,-2-Energy(n,0,’G’,E)/i);

808 }

809 printf("\n");

810 for (int i=2;i<100;i++) {

811 if (annulene(i,0,-1,-1,n,E,T,x,y)) return 1;

812 printf("%3d %15.10f\n",i,-2-Energy(n,0,’G’,E)/i);

813 }

814 printf("\n");

815 for (int i=1;i<100;i++) {

816 if (comb(i,0,-1,-1,1,1,2,n,E,T,x,y)) return 1;

817 printf("%3d %15.10f\n",i,-2-Energy(n,0,’G’,E)/i);

818 }

819 printf("\n");

820 for (int i=3;i<100;i++) {

821 if (radialene(i,0,-1,-1,n,E,T,x,y)) return 1;

822 printf("%3d %15.10f\n",i,-2-Energy(n,0,’G’,E)/i);

823 }*/

824 /*

825 Molecular Switch
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826 */

827 /*if (cswitch(10,0,-1,n,E,T)) return 1;

828 BOMatrix(n,0,’G’,T);

829 BOMatrix(n,0,’T’,T);

830 BOMatrix(n,-1,’G’,T);

831 BOMatrix(n,1,’G’,T);

832 */

833 /*

834 Graphene sheets

835 */

836 /* for (int i=1;i<20;i++) {

837 if (graphene(19,i*2-1,n,E,T,x,y)) return 1;

838 printf("%d ",i);

839

840 printf(" %d %15.10g",n,E2(E,T,x,x,n,n/2));

841 printf(" %15.10g",E2(E,T,y,y,n,n/2));

842 printf(" %15.10g\n",E2(E,T,x,y,n,n/2));

843 }*/

844 /*

845 Dependence of the Polarizability on bond strength

846 */

847 /* int a[201];//Set up particle range

848 for (int i=0;i<50;i++) a[i]=i;

849 for (int i=0;i<151;i++) a[i+50]=50*pow(10,0.02*i);

850 double bsa=0;

851 if (argc==2) bsa=atof(argv[1]);

852 printf("\n#sb=%f wb=%f\n",1+bsa,1-bsa);

853 for (int i=1;i<101;i++) {

854 if (chain(a[i],0,-1-bsa,-1+bsa,q3,q3,0.5,n,E,T,x,y)) return 1;

855 printf("%3d %20.10f\n",a[i],E2xx(E,T,x,n,n/2));

856 // printf("%3d %.15g\n",a[i],E4fast(E,T,x,n,n/2));

857 }*/

858 //Alpha: Scan different BSA at a given chain length j (read from stdin)

859 /* int j=1;

860 if (argc==2) j=atoi(argv[1]);

861 printf("\n#length=%d\n",j);

862 int maxi=50;

863 for (int i=-maxi;i<maxi;i++) {

864 double bsa=-1.0*i/maxi;

865 // if (chain(j,0,-1-bsa,-1+bsa,q3,q3,0.5,n,E,T,x,y)) return 1;

866 // printf("%.5f %.15g\n",bsa,E2xx(E,T,x,n,n/2));

867 }

868 for (int i=-maxi;i<maxi+1;i++) {

869 // double bsa=0.5+0.5*atan(0.5*88.14159265*1+0*i/maxi);//values between 0 and 1

870 double bsa=0.5+0.5*sin(0.5*3.14159265*i/maxi);//values between 0 and 1

871 if (chain(j,0,-1-bsa,-1+bsa,q3,q3,0.5,n,E,T,x,y)) return 1;

872 double a=E2xx(E,T,x,n,n/2);

873 if (chain(j+1,0,-1-bsa,-1+bsa,q3,q3,0.5,n,E,T,x,y)) return 1;

874 double b=E2xx(E,T,x,n,n/2);

875 printf("%.5f %.15g\n",bsa,j*(log(b/a)/log(1.0*(j+1)/j)-1));

876 }*/

877 //Gamma: Scan different BSA at a given chain length j (read from stdin)

878 /* int j=1;

879 if (argc==2) j=atoi(argv[1]);

880 int a=160;//define spaces

881 int b=30;//inverse region

882 double bsa[a+b+1];

883 for (int i=0;i<a;i++) bsa[i]=exp(-0.1*i);
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884 bsa[a]=0.0;

885 for (int i=0;i<b;i++) bsa[a+1+i]=-exp(-0.1*(a-4*(i+1)));//inverse region

886 printf("\n#length=%d\n",j);

887 for (int i=0;i<=a+b;i++) {

888 if (chain(j,0,-1-bsa[i],-1+bsa[i],q3,q3,0.5,n,E,T,x,y)) return 1;

889 printf("%.15g %.15g\n",bsa[i],E4fast(E,T,x,n,n/2));

890 }*/

891 free(E);

892 free(T);

893 free(x);

894 free(y);

895 return 0;

896 }
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